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What they think about margins,
private label, SKU counts, vendor
relations and deal structures.

IMPORT REAL PROFITS
FROM A REAL PLACE.

Turkey Hill sales are growing and expanding to your neck of the
woods. We’re the maker of the #1 selling refrigerated iced tea
in America*, and a real ice cream favorite. Your customers will eat
it up. Real taste from a real place – Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.
Contact the Turkey Hill Dairy, 800.873.2479
E-mail: trela@turkeyhill.com
2601 River Road, Conestoga, PA 17516
©2012 Turkey Hill Dairy
*#1 refrigerated RTD tea, based on IRI sales data.

turkeyhill.com
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OUT WARREN’S WAY

WANTED:

CANDOR
& TRUST

As our cover story shows, your
trading partners thirst for both.

Y

ou don’t really need to read
between the lines of our
cover story to come up
with ideas on improving your trade relations
and your business. It’s all
spelled out pretty plainly,
and none of it is rocket
science.
Yes, consumer insights,
logistics efficiencies and
pricing are all very important. But what both retailers and manufacturers
seem to thirst for the most is candor
and trust. This isn’t new.
Candor is the simplest of these
two to understand, and the hardest to implement. It has risks. Tell
an unpleasant truth to a trading
partner, and you stand to lose the
business or get fired. You’ll need,
simultaneously, an understanding
boss and a forgiving partner. So it’s
easy to see why little lies permeate
all business so thoroughly, generally without much consequence.
But lack of candor can also scuttle a
good business relationship forever.
Who among us can say we’ve never
stretched the truth?
Trust involves more than just
candor; it includes shared, useful
expertise. Sharing business knowledge that proves consistently reliable and useful to your partner is of
great value. But the other complaint
I hear from retailers, time and time
again over the years, is that vendors
continue to make pitches based on
decks of data they’ve barely even
read themselves.
The number of left-handed single
women over 40 in Peoria who buy
frozen pizza on Tuesdays is of no
use. The average promotional lift of

4
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specific items at specific discounts
on endcaps? Well, that’s something
that might be worth knowing.
Yes, the big manufacturers with
the deepest pockets have an advantage here. They can afford more
data, as well as the analysts who can
parse it. But as one retailer told me,
many vendors don’t share information throughout their sales forces
very well. A key consumer insight,
or a new merchandising idea that
is selling lots of product, is often
kept — deliberately or not — under
wraps. A formalized
communication
program, perhaps
with checklists,
wouldn’t hurt.
You don’t necessarily have to be
the one with the
deepest pockets,
however. I’ve had
the good fortune
over the years to close a bar or two
while listening to veteran retailers,
brokers and reps hold forth on why
some merchandising ideas work
well and others fail. These were the
guys in the trenches who’d been doing pretty much the same thing for
decades. They knew their stuff cold,
like combat-hardened old sergeants.
If you were ever going into battle — in business or in war — those
were the people you knew could be
trusted.

INCREDIBLE RESOURCE
But as I’ve also found over the years,
these same people are the least-consulted by the young business school
graduates in the corner offices. The
misuse (or non-use) of this incredible resource is responsible for more
business failures than I can count.
So I hope you’ll read this month’s
cover story and learn something
from it. It’s from the trustworthy
grunts in the trenches, sharing their
candor.

Warren Thayer, Editor
warren@fdbuyer.com
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Growing the Category
and Driving Your Profits.

T. Marzetti Company 1105 Schrock Rd.
P.O. Box 29163
614-846-2232 Fax 614-842-4186
www.marzetti.com

Columbus, OH 43229-0163
www.sisterschuberts.com

NEW PRODUCTS

Heirloom Eggs
Monroe, N.H.-based Pete and Gerry’s Organics (www.heir
loom-eggs.com) offers heirloom eggs produced by Certified Humane Raised and Handled Ameraucana and Marans
hens fed a nutritious, all-natural diet of whole cereal
grains, marigold
and alfalfa
grasses free of
by-products,
hormones
and antibiotics. A
healthy
source of
protein,
both blue
Ameraucana hen eggs and
chocolate brown Marans hen
eggs boast deep yellow, richly flavored yolks. Offered in
eco-friendly recycled (and recyclable) clear plastic cartons,
the cage-free eggs have a suggested retail of around $2.99
per half dozen.
Microwaveable Potstickers
Joyce Chen Foods (www.joycechenfoods.com), Acton,
Mass., introduces minimally processed 5-Minute Potstickers specially formulated for microwave
cooking. Lower in
fat and sodium than
many other brands
and free of MSG and
preservatives, the
all-natural, Chinesestyle dumplings come
in Vegetable, Chicken
and Vegetable, and
Pork and Vegetable flavors. Each
10.5-ounce, 15-count bag carries a QR code that connects
consumers to a product demo on YouTube. Suggested
retail price is $3.99 to $4.29.
Natural Frozen Cookie Dough
Los Angeles-based Jen & Joe’s Cookie Dough (www.
jenandjoes.com) debuts all-natural, ready-to-bake frozen
cookie dough free of artificial colors, flavors, additives
and preservatives. Made
with real eggs
and butter,
unbleached
flour and no
hydrogenated
fats or oils, the
pre-formed
dough comes
in six gourmet
flavors: White Chocolate Wasabi, Lemon Drop, Snickerdoodle, Chocolate Spice, Chocolate Chunk and Oatmeal
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Toffee. Each 12-ounce package makes 12 cookies. Suggested retail price is $5.99.
Diabetic-Friendly Meals
LifeStyle
Chefs (www.
lifestylechefs.
net), Santa
Clara, Calif.,
launches a line
of diabeticfriendly,
low-glycemic
frozen “mealsin-a-bun.” Featuring nutrient-rich vegetables and lentils
tucked inside a high-fiber, whole wheat and flax bun, the
all-natural, vegetarian meals come in five low-fat, low-sodium flavors: Thai Satay, Channa Masala, Creamy Vegetable
Medley, Herb Vegetable
Melange and Peas Paneer.
Each 9-ounce box includes
two microwaveable mealsin-a-bun. Suggested retail
price is $4.99.
Rolled Crepes
Brooklyn, N.Y.-based
Crepini (www.crepini.com)
expands its line of rolled
crepinis — a cross between
French crepes and Russian blinis — with five new
sweet and savory flavors:
Tiramisu Lemon, Cinnamon
(a.k.a. “CinnAcrepe”), Egg & Cheese, Grilled Cheese and
Pizza. Easy to prepare in a skillet or oven, the refrigerated
crepes come in 11-ounce, five- or six-count trays that can
be merchandised in the dairy, deli or bakery. Suggested retail price is $5.99. The company also rolls out an all-natural
buckwheat version of its unfilled “naked crepinis.” Offered
in 16-ounce, eight-count packages, Buck Naked Crepinis
carry a suggested retail of around $5.49.
Bean-Based Hummus
New Orleans-based Tryst
Gourmet (www.eatwell
enjoylife.com) adds three
bean-based varieties to
its Eat Well Enjoy Life line
of non-chick pea hummus.
Offered in 10-ounce packages, the newcomers include Red
Lentil Chipotle (with poblano pepper
and corn topping), Wasabi Edamame (with ginger and
black sesame topping) and Black Bean (with spicy roasted
corn relish). The company also debuts a reduced-fat and
-calorie Lite hummus collection made with Greek yogurt.
Smoother and creamier than many other light offerings,
the better-for-you lineup includes Classic, Spicy, Roasted
Pine Nut and Roasted Red Pepper flavors. Suggested retail
price is $3.79 to $4.79 for a 10-ounce container.

You Provide the Store, We Provide the Sizzle.

Select Store Brands, one of the hottest growing manufacturers in the
country is now firing up Private Brands. Please contact Bobby Ray at
bray@selectstorebrands.com or call 1-877-980-4295 x 260 and set up
a collaborative meeting to see our chef inspired ideas to make your
freezer and deli cases SIZZLE.

Visit our website at
www.SelectStoreBrands.com

HUMMUS

•

SALSAS

•

FIRE ROASTED VEGETABLES

•

FIRE ROASTED RICE BLENDS

•

FIRE GRILLED SHRIMP

•

DIPS

•

SOUPS

•

PASTA BLENDS

JOHNNY’S COLUMN

MAX OUT

BUTTER!

To get the most out of your butter, margarine and
spreads, pay close attention to timing, private label and
the number of sizes you stock.
BY JOHNNY HARRIS

I

really don’t get
excited about this
category except during the holidays, when
you sell truckloads
of butter! In my early
years, I thought the
right thing to do during the holidays was
to promote margarine
due to the price points
and make a few penJOHNNY HARRIS
nies per pound. Wow!
Was I wrong!
After nearly all margarine morphed into spreads and you
could no longer bake with the stuff, I moved to promoting butter. That was a great move! I would recommend
shielding your private label during the holidays if you are
promoting the brands. We all know that the brands want to
be promoted during the weeks of Easter, Thanksgiving
and Christmas. I also recommend beating your competition and running butter during the weeks before the
holidays.
To help eliminate out-of-stocks during the key selling
seasons, use your display space wisely.
Also, buy your holiday inventory in October for
Thanksgiving. It would be a good idea to run your margarine quarters during this time period for the customers that don’t want to pay the higher retail for butter.
I think the spread items should have only TPR’s ⎯ don’t
waste your ad dollars on them. You need to keep a close eye
on your inventory during these times. We all know that the
butter market normally drops after the holiday seasons.
According to SymphonyIRI Group, supermarket dollar
sales of butter grew by 5.3% in the 52 weeks ended May 13,
2012, while units were down by 2.1%. Private label butter
units, however, were up by 3.3%. And if you were following my guidelines, you’d probably have seen butter category dollars up higher, with units holding steady.
During the same 52 weeks in supermarkets, margarine/

spread dollars rose 5.5% as units fell 6.4%. The dollars are
up due to cost increases. Now ask yourself… do you really
need all of those 45-ounce items?
We all know that profit is higher on private label. One
way to increase your sales and profit is to make sure
your retails are comparable. Your private label should be
between 20 cents and 50 cents under the brands; the total
category should be 6%-8% of your total dairy sales. A lot
of retailers are still over-spaced in this category when space
is needed in other sections. I would recommend no more
than 48 linear feet for the butter/margarine/spread category.
As I mentioned earlier, how many 45-ounce spreads do you
really need? Do you need to carry all sizes? Now that most
manufacturers have reduced their pack, do you really need
two and three facings on items? Now if you are trying to
take up space, I will agree with you due to the shelf life.

KEEP YOUR FOCUS

A few manufacturers are really coming out with some innovative items, but you have to keep your focus and decide
whether or not you need all the sizes. From my experience,
you are not going to grow unit sales from customers who
switch to the new items, although you may increase your
sales due to the higher retails. Just how much of the product
do you use? It would take me five years to use a 45-ounce
container.
I would recommend the following layout:
• Lead off with butter and merchandise the quarters in the
bottom well for much-needed inventory during the key
selling seasons. For every pound of butter you sell, you
will increase your sales and profit.
• Next, put the “good for you” items such as butter spreads
above the butter quarters.

The total category should be 6%-8%
of your total dairy sales, and take
up no more than 48 linear feet. Your
private label should be between 20
cents and 50 cents under the brands.
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• Then, place the spreads with the large bowls in the last
position. Good luck!
Thanks for the e-mails and great feedback on menu fees.
See you next month! n
Johnny L. Harris, president of Johnny L. Harris Consulting, Fort Mill, S.C., can be reached at 803-984-2594 or
cmer0002@gmail.com. A long-time Harris Teeter executive, he is a former chairman of the National Frozen
& Refrigerated Foods Association and a member of the
Refrigerated Foods Hall of Fame.

THE DATABANK

TOP
FROZEN

BY PETER PENGUIN
Supermarket frozen food sales
for the 12 weeks ended May 13
fell 1.8% compared with the
same period a year ago, topping
out at $7.48 billion, according to
Chicago-based market research
firm SymphonyIRI Group. Units
were down 6.5% to 2.37 billion, and volume
tumbled 7.8% to 3.14 billion. Percentage of
volume sold with merchandising support
edged up 0.4 points to 47.6%.
For the 52 weeks ended May 13, dollar
sales were up 0.7% to $32.29 billion,
but units dropped 4.4% to 10.30 billion.
Volume was off 5.1% to 14.02 billion,
while percentage of volume sold with
merchandising support slipped 0.5 points
to 46.6%.
Our chart shows the largest frozen
department subcategories, including the
leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended May
13, 2012. Data is for the brands as originally
trademarked and may not include line
extensions.

F A C T O I D S

6

Number of frozen juice subcategories that saw dollar
sales tumble more than 10%
during the past 12 weeks. The
largest among them, frozen
orange juice concentrate,
posted a 13.8% decline (to
$24,497,590), but the worst
loss was registered by frozen
cranberry juice/drink concentrate (-23.2% to $2,098,760).

11

Number of holes-in-one
recently deceased North
Korean Supreme Leader Kim
Jong-il claimed to have made
during his first-ever round
of golf in 1994, helping him
achieve a final score of 38
under par. Although all 17 of
his bodyguards swore it really
happened, the Guinness organization has so far failed to
recognize his achievement.
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ICE CREAM
$871,731,100
1.4 236,337,000
For brand-level data, see our story on ice cream and novelties in this issue.

(4.4) 741,432,600

(4.1)

SINGLE-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $778,613,800 (1.7) 349,260,200
For brand-level data, see our story on dinners and entrees in this issue.

(6.2) 222,911,600

(5.0)

PIZZA
$645,313,100 (5.9) 205,426,500
For brand-level data, see our story on pizza in this issue.

(8.6) 196,956,200

(8.6)

NOVELTIES
$578,580,300
2.9 187,425,200
For brand-level data, see our story on ice cream and novelties in this issue.

(1.8) 238,153,500

(2.3)

PRCSD. CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUBST. $374,816,600
Tyson
$77,554,500
Private Label
$70,492,180
Tyson Anytizers
$34,493,770
Perdue
$32,682,740
Banquet
$31,946,150
Perdue Short Cuts
$15,742,450
Foster Farms
$13,066,260
Tyson Grilled & Ready
$12,919,310
Fast Fixin’
$10,087,830
Redi Serve
$8,923,313

(5.4) 71,972,380 (5.6) 94,645,780 (6.2)
(22.2) 12,504,830 (27.4) 19,454,980 (20.0)
(0.1) 12,310,060
2.6 19,623,510
2.4
(8.3)
5,328,014 (8.5) 7,717,292 (4.1)
(4.0)
6,221,915 (4.0) 9,104,244 (1.4)
(15.5)
6,471,167 (13.3) 9,645,674 (15.1)
(1.1)
3,710,700
0.1 2,058,308
0.7
2.0
2,146,038
1.1 2,834,197
3.6
989.0
3,116,322 1,068.1 1,929,323 1,001.5
(30.2)
2,182,828 (27.1) 4,067,096 (27.0)
(13.9)
3,180,637 (27.1) 3,710,348 (13.4)

FISH/SEAFOOD
Private Label
Gorton’s
Van de Kamp’s
Great American
Mrs. Paul’s
Sea Best
Great Fish
Cape Gourmet
Ocean Eclipse
Fisher Boy

(0.8) 58,926,420 (6.8) 67,337,180 (5.9)
2.5 12,456,980 (8.1) 15,908,860 (1.1)
3.8 13,319,830 (0.0) 12,786,740 (4.9)
(15.5)
4,613,052 (19.4) 5,990,430 (18.0)
(21.4)
1,442,345 (30.0) 2,938,950 (29.7)
(9.3)
2,689,191 (12.4) 3,218,253 (13.6)
(14.1)
1,454,973 (32.3) 2,091,564 (28.0)
(0.0)
1,249,439
0.8 2,243,122
1.6
26.3
704,794
28.0 1,204,273 25.9
(13.5)
1,709,151 (27.0)
754,776 (24.2)
(11.5)
943,778 (8.0) 1,482,738 (12.0)

$322,345,800
$89,366,030
$60,443,070
$19,786,190
$12,343,970
$11,607,790
$8,979,982
$7,999,709
$5,516,681
$4,050,736
$3,685,352

CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUBSTITUTE $308,975,700
Private Label
$108,749,700
Tyson
$26,629,900
Gold N Plump
$21,881,850
Perdue Perfect Portions
$16,812,910
Perdue
$15,480,760
Barber Foods
$11,471,940
T.G.I. Friday’s
$9,090,670
Pilgrim’s Pride
$5,807,142
Fieldale Farms
$4,576,934
Perdue Tender & Tasty
$4,355,022

(5.1) 52,677,730 (11.3) 134,019,300
(13.0) 16,360,850 (21.7) 49,136,220
7.6
4,051,885
11.0 10,177,840
(1.6)
3,926,089 (8.5) 7,931,485
6.9
2,068,234
3.8 3,102,540
24.0
4,386,974
15.2 5,180,193
3.9
2,268,800
8.8 1,855,542
(2.0)
1,897,674 (6.3) 1,585,163
(45.9)
755,675 (53.5) 2,380,107
16.9
658,102
3.7 3,243,197
(18.1)
536,265 (34.7) 1,854,552

(29.6)
(40.8)
10.1
(5.5)
3.7
16.9
1.8
(5.5)
(55.9)
3.9
(35.8)

MULTI-SERVE DINNER/ENTREES $292,632,200 (8.9) 50,750,960 (14.9) 100,098,000 (12.8)
For brand-level data, see our story on dinners and entrees in this issue.
HNDHLD. ENTREES (NON-BRKFST.) $288,881,000
Hot Pockets
$78,014,010
El Monterey
$26,086,560
Lean Pockets
$25,215,980
State Fair
$15,826,250
White Castle
$14,001,980
Smucker’s Uncrustables
$11,637,380
Foster Farms
$10,547,970
Amy’s
$9,068,354
Private Label
$8,523,898
Tina’s
$7,210,968
SHRIMP
Private Label
SeaPak
Gorton’s
Tastee Choice
Sea Best
Aqua Star
Great American
Cape Gourmet
Seamazz
Censea

$258,575,900
$148,291,400
$15,287,690
$10,069,620
$9,384,989
$7,136,751
$6,767,801
$4,454,343
$4,324,549
$2,828,209
$2,168,864

(3.3) 118,670,900 (5.9) 86,999,760
6.2 28,294,200
1.2 20,967,490
4.1
8,358,303 (5.3) 14,446,900
(9.8) 11,250,160 (10.5) 6,570,724
4.4
2,802,793
1.3 4,690,892
(3.9)
2,536,804 (11.7) 2,218,384
25.9
2,958,798
21.0 1,983,331
(0.7)
1,751,090 (6.5) 4,328,555
17.6
3,455,820
15.3 1,250,170
(3.1)
4,579,338
22.7 2,892,736
7.2 17,313,200
3.6 4,552,290

(3.8)
5.2
1.3
(9.8)
1.3
(8.2)
25.9
(4.3)
15.9
(2.1)
5.3

(2.4) 29,741,030 (9.4) 34,445,660 (10.6)
(1.8) 15,715,890 (10.4) 18,922,860 (9.7)
(0.6)
2,593,589 (7.5) 2,435,389
0.3
(11.8)
1,882,508 (12.8) 1,421,696 (12.5)
142.9
1,093,334
91.6 1,146,848 137.4
(24.1)
978,916 (36.8) 1,114,230 (41.7)
(9.2)
862,373 (10.5)
992,741 (22.1)
(2.5)
384,083 (11.4)
737,114 (9.4)
(33.7)
278,634 (29.3)
525,910 (31.9)
13.2
212,832
10.9
325,513
1.6
(21.6)
171,356 (32.2)
253,272 (33.0)

57,782

Number of lies the average
person will tell in his or her
lifetime. In fact, reports the
Guinness Book of World Records,
a whopping one-third of all adult
conversations include some type
of deception.

15.2%

Dollar gain by frozen yogurt/
tofu (to $55,104,750), thanks in
large part to top-seller private
label’s 23.2% advance. Kemps,
Wells’ Blue Bunny and Kemps
Live Healthy also put up
double-digit increases.

-11.5%

Dollar loss by frozen prepared
vegetables (sauce/crumbs), to
$67,199,900, the largest frozen
department subcategory to
register a double-digit loss. The
10 top-selling brands all saw
sales decline, but No. 3, Birds Eye
Steamfresh (-1.7%), was closest to
positive territory.

245

Number of t-shirts worn at
the same time by world record
holder Krunoslav Budiselic. It
took the Croatian almost 2 hours
to don the tees, which ranged in
size from medium to 10XL and
weighed almost 150 pounds.

10.6%

Dollar gain by pot pies (to
$70,276,890), the largest frozen
subcategory to post a doubledigit advance. Eight of the top 10
brands saw sales expand, notably
Nos. 1 and 9, Marie Callender’s
(+16.8%) and Blake’s (+28.1%).

0

Number of frozen plain
vegetable subcategories that saw
both dollar and unit sales expand
during the most recent 12 weeks.
However, two of the 10 segments,
carrots and “other plain
vegetables,” posted modest
dollar growth, thanks mostly to
price inflation.

PLN. POTS./FRIES/HSHBRNS.
Private Label
Ore-Ida
Ore-Ida Golden Crinkles
Alexia
Ore-Ida Tater Tots
Ore-Ida Golden Fries
Ore-Ida Fast Food Fries
McCain
Ore-Ida Zesties
Ore-Ida Crispers

$240,954,700
$80,427,420
$48,183,100
$16,206,460
$15,817,250
$11,282,770
$5,523,253
$5,496,403
$5,295,464
$4,032,146
$3,910,987

(3.4) 85,817,450 (6.9) 158,552,300
(1.5) 32,355,590 (5.7) 68,560,540
(5.0) 14,800,410 (12.1) 25,065,220
(7.9)
4,577,250 (9.7) 10,420,540
31.8
4,543,862
29.0 5,587,955
(0.6)
3,359,403 (3.9) 7,104,177
2.4
1,680,682
1.6 3,482,427
(25.6)
1,571,185 (27.3) 2,864,423
(12.2)
1,967,389 (11.5) 3,099,882
(14.1)
1,269,122 (15.7) 2,538,245
(14.4)
1,209,821 (15.7) 1,512,276

(8.4)
(6.2)
(14.0)
(11.4)
32.5
(4.3)
(0.6)
(29.4)
(7.9)
(15.7)
(15.7)

APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS
Totino’s Pizza Rolls
T.G.I. Friday’s
Private Label
José Olé
Bagel Bites
Farm Rich
El Monterey
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine
Delimex
Chung’s

$207,396,200
$51,854,970
$18,409,080
$15,331,570
$14,369,320
$13,188,650
$10,729,360
$10,108,350
$8,050,859
$7,927,037
$6,230,697

(1.7) 56,377,350 (7.3) 53,814,540 (2.5)
(6.7) 16,174,540 (16.2) 18,161,750 (5.6)
(9.6)
3,832,254 (17.2) 3,091,100 (13.3)
0.5
4,051,973 (8.3) 4,059,408 (10.5)
(1.6)
2,956,055 (5.1) 3,974,299 (5.3)
(6.7)
4,070,126 (4.1) 2,666,910 (6.7)
2.9
1,855,775 (4.3) 2,829,194 (0.7)
14.1
1,719,411
13.1 2,514,066 12.5
3.4
2,846,160 (2.2) 1,423,080 (2.2)
39.7
1,287,634
43.9 2,389,827 36.9
1.0
1,857,848 (1.0) 1,425,908 (0.2)

MEAT (NO POULTRY)
Private Label
Bubba Burger
Steak-umm
Philly Gourmet
Armour
Cooked Perfect
Rosina
Flander
Mama Lucia
Moran

$169,745,400
$50,904,960
$16,279,160
$8,806,689
$6,383,568
$5,032,310
$4,303,257
$4,142,241
$3,957,030
$3,875,148
$1,714,894

(2.9) 24,787,010 (9.0) 47,887,530 (11.4)
0.4
6,660,970 (3.7) 15,951,630 (4.4)
5.7
1,471,685 (6.1) 3,085,022 (6.9)
(12.7)
1,529,576 (19.0) 1,649,067 (24.4)
(6.5)
862,380 (6.4) 1,484,791 (16.4)
(2.8)
1,251,045 (5.9) 1,416,437 (11.2)
15.1
773,371
14.2 1,307,398
6.2
(15.9)
599,234 (16.5) 1,072,986 (17.3)
5.4
541,739
6.8 1,930,510 (7.5)
(5.4)
1,040,417 (2.0) 1,236,519 (2.4)
(66.1)
160,226 (82.9)
455,247 (69.6)

TURKEY/TURKEY SUBSTITUTE $164,100,800
Jennie-O Turkey Store
$50,285,220
Private Label
$24,530,140
Shady Brook Farms
$22,475,540
Jennie-O
$16,212,590
Honeysuckle White
$9,733,246
Foster Farms
$9,451,716
Butterball
$7,438,559
Perdue
$7,332,044
Butterball Everyday
$4,079,277
Plainville Farms
$3,216,933

7.2 33,499,730 (5.1) 46,910,350 (5.5)
18.5
9,802,458
10.3 12,514,780
8.7
(3.1)
5,308,626 (16.9) 7,934,801 (14.5)
(13.9)
4,143,319 (25.3) 6,264,439 (26.4)
37.7
2,734,664
25.9 5,971,318 28.7
(43.9)
2,093,024 (55.2) 2,698,179 (57.3)
3.3
1,894,785
2.3 2,411,772
3.6
56.0
1,023,518
49.2 2,133,176 43.6
61.9
2,290,791
42.5 2,323,455 36.7
145.1
1,238,468
79.5 1,243,797 80.2
39.0
703,303
38.6
703,303 38.6

WAFFLES
Kellogg’s Eggo
Private Label
Kellogg’s Eggo Thick & Fluffy
Kellogg’s Nutri-Grain Eggo
Aunt Jemima
Van’s
Kellogg’s Eggo Nutri-Grain
Kellogg’s Eggo Minis
Kashi
Kellogg’s Eggo Fiber Plus

$144,649,600
3.2 53,329,460 (5.4) 45,696,380 (3.6)
$77,341,620
8.9 26,513,680
0.8 24,672,730
2.0
$24,981,700
(4.9) 11,122,440 (15.1) 9,830,226 (12.2)
$8,123,441
42.9
3,093,924
27.3 2,369,235 34.4
$7,518,332 (49.1)
2,344,643 (51.1) 1,802,561 (51.1)
$6,145,161 (11.3)
3,520,556 (16.4) 2,709,969 (16.4)
$5,743,439
34.8
1,836,455
34.1
987,508 35.3
$5,549,478 1,952,255.2
1,731,355 1,857,933.4
1,331,065 1,857,933.2
$2,599,273
(2.0)
1,034,384 (5.7)
704,726 (5.7)
$2,239,025
22.4
665,239
16.3
419,966 16.3
$730,038 (46.7)
227,734 (53.5)
139,487 (53.5)

MIXED VEGETABLES
Private Label
Birds Eye Steamfresh
Birds Eye
Birds Eye Farm Fresh
Pictsweet Deluxe Steamables
Pictsweet
Green Giant Simply Steam
Green Giant Antioxidant Blend
Green Giant
Birds Eye Freshlike

$124,441,800
$52,740,710
$30,224,850
$4,913,209
$4,183,148
$2,910,555
$2,743,428
$2,649,092
$1,949,117
$1,449,723
$1,433,606

(2.8) 71,833,140 (6.8) 65,432,040 (9.1)
(4.7) 33,298,230 (11.5) 33,753,050 (13.2)
3.5 15,567,440
2.5 11,712,850
3.5
(2.2)
3,137,753 (5.8) 2,728,207 (5.3)
(13.7)
1,966,119 (11.3) 1,966,119 (11.3)
8.3
1,908,493
11.8 1,414,946 10.5
(18.9)
1,480,427 (20.1) 1,514,312 (22.6)
0.0
1,697,432 (4.3)
815,587 (4.4)
4.2
1,278,679
3.6
559,422
3.6
(25.3)
793,115 (17.1)
538,637 (26.6)
(11.2)
831,765 (10.2)
917,109 (11.7)
JULY 2012
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TOP
DAIRY

BY BESSIE BOVINE

For the 12 weeks ended May
13, supermarket sales of dairy
products rose 0.8% versus the
same period a year ago, reaching
$11.52 billion, according to
Chicago-based market research
firm SymphonyIRI Group. Units
fell 3.3% to 4.64 billion, and volume was
down 4.0% to 36.75 billion. Percentage of
volume sold with merchandising support
jumped 2.5 points to 43.5%.
For the 52 weeks ended May 13, dairy
sales climbed 4.5% to $50.78 billion, but
unit sales declined 2.9% to 20.28 billion
and volume tumbled 4.4% to 163.33
billion. Percentage of volume sold with
merchandising support dropped 0.7 points
to 41.6%.
Our chart shows the largest dairy
department subcategories, including the
leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended May
13, 2012. Data is for the brands as originally
trademarked and may not include line
extensions.

F A C T O I D S

490.8%

Dollar gain by cranberry cocktail/drink (to $5,283,086),
largest by a refrigerated
subcategory. Newcomer
Simply Cranberry, already the
segment’s top seller by far,
deserves most of the credit,
but except for No. 4 private
label, the rest of the top 10
brands also posted doubledigit (or better) advances.

$9,517,612

Sales racked up by
International Delight refrigerated ready-to-drink coffee
during the past 12 weeks, one
of the best performances by a
dairy product in distribution
less than one year. Its success
(it’s already the subcategory’s
best seller), combined with big
gains by the rest of the top
five, helped the segment surge
ahead 292.8%.
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SKIM/LOWFAT MILK
Private Label
Hood Lactaid
Horizon Organic
Prairie Farms
Organic Valley
Dean’s
Hood
Garelick Farms
Stonyfield Farm
Kemps Select

$1,543,095,000
$1,005,959,000
$56,267,650
$51,203,570
$21,101,870
$21,061,420
$13,804,530
$12,013,640
$11,786,530
$11,768,310
$11,521,710

YOGURT
Dannon
Yoplait
Agro Farma (Chobani)
Private Label
Stonyfield Farm
FAGE
YoCrunch
The Hain Celestial Group
Johanna
General Mills

$1,126,159,000
$298,387,400
$277,784,600
$185,128,800
$110,686,300
$62,628,990
$47,529,900
$23,240,830
$14,634,560
$11,486,130
$9,600,228

FRESH EGGS
Private Label
Eggland’s Best
Land O Lakes
Dutch Farms
Cal Maine Sunup
4 Grain
Penn Dutch Farms
Hillandale Farms
Born Free
Rose Acre

(3.9) 525,320,900
(4.9) 356,876,300
(2.2) 13,012,990
4.4 11,454,160
13.7
7,836,070
4.5
4,806,266
(5.7)
5,147,477
(6.6)
4,126,084
(3.2)
4,346,608
10.8
2,819,887
10.1
4,186,852
5.8
2.8
(8.2)
48.4
16.3
(7.1)
13.6
12.2
36.6
5.9
(18.5)

(6.5) 3,262,053,000
(7.3) 2,347,881,000
(5.3) 55,123,740
(0.6) 49,864,100
11.3 49,138,000
(2.6) 20,374,270
(10.1) 27,915,440
(10.2) 21,622,850
(6.7) 20,340,760
4.8 11,279,550
14.6 23,022,650

(6.5)
(7.2)
(2.8)
(2.7)
8.9
(2.8)
(7.6)
(11.8)
(7.1)
4.8
2.4

927,346,300 (4.3) 534,844,500 (2.7)
181,432,300
(8.6) 144,598,600 (4.7)
277,806,100 (18.3) 144,060,800 (15.5)
130,966,700
44.1 56,742,620 48.6
165,993,500
7.7 81,975,220
4.8
28,557,220 (15.2) 23,723,750 (8.6)
25,565,200
26.0 12,749,570 27.1
20,587,020
(4.7) 10,106,740
5.9
4,210,033
18.2
5,229,234 39.2
19,319,260
1.0
8,062,121
0.6
2,899,573 (28.0)
6,344,393 (22.0)

$716,803,200
0.7 341,326,700 (1.7) 4,669,392,000 (2.5)
$472,547,600
(1.6) 242,328,500
(3.5) 3,365,883,000 (4.1)
$87,656,300
13.4 28,089,000
5.8 348,780,400
5.4
$10,742,030
0.1
3,496,201
4.8 41,907,440
5.0
$8,052,156 11,233.8
5,596,811 19,352.3 72,184,790 20,807.1
$7,844,412
(8.9)
3,184,549
(8.9) 63,766,000 (10.5)
$6,125,821
13.6
2,190,378
8.4 26,284,540
8.4
$4,369,297
(8.6)
2,582,899
(3.5) 33,769,560 (5.6)
$4,195,150
0.1
2,648,345
9.3 31,020,140
3.4
$4,128,367
9.1
1,334,374
7.4 15,254,490
6.2
$1,710,431 (84.6)
702,229 (89.8) 12,634,360 (86.5)

NATURAL SHREDDED CHEESE $623,548,800
Private Label
$338,360,300
Kraft
$106,062,400
Sargento
$54,049,350
Crystal Farms
$28,046,900
Kraft Philadelphia
$13,237,090
Borden
$11,916,450
Sargento Chefstyle
$10,051,670
Sargento Artisan Blends
$8,026,008
Di Giorno
$5,924,819
Tillamook
$5,511,521
NATURAL CHUNKS
Private Label
Tillamook
Kraft
Cabot Vermont
Kraft Cracker Barrel
Laughing Cow Mini Babybel
Belgioioso
Crystal Farms
Boar’s Head
President

$560,364,400
$211,080,600
$35,606,020
$32,507,490
$20,067,790
$19,376,460
$16,999,170
$14,383,980
$11,717,250
$9,304,050
$8,009,289

WHOLE MILK
Private Label
Horizon Organic
Hood Lactaid
Borden
Prairie Farms
Organic Valley
Elmhurst Dairy
Hiland
Tuscan Dairy Farms
Garelick Farms

$558,728,300
$364,061,800
$21,541,050
$13,268,140
$7,414,541
$6,739,191
$6,070,357
$5,490,676
$5,157,385
$4,659,216
$4,460,739

5.3 219,411,600 (0.9) 131,721,300
0.1
5.1 120,285,600
(2.5) 79,729,020 (0.6)
(1.9) 37,068,080
(8.5) 18,834,160 (8.4)
10.1 18,953,140
6.2
9,939,084
5.2
18.8 10,941,120
21.8
6,074,937 19.2
36.7
5,043,993
27.2
2,551,901 28.7
17.3
5,120,430
12.5
2,597,404 11.4
0.7
3,282,718
(0.6)
1,874,409 (3.7)
(5.6)
2,855,908
(8.7)
1,182,509 (7.2)
(0.7)
1,345,006
(3.5)
543,653 (2.6)
(12.4)
1,667,916 (28.7)
1,074,760 (26.9)
2.2 151,317,100 (3.4) 107,685,500 (4.2)
2.2 61,259,600
(4.7) 49,624,540 (4.2)
2.6
6,428,396
(6.8)
7,543,036 (9.8)
(4.8) 11,536,680 (12.0)
6,128,418 (13.2)
5.4
6,384,573
(6.0)
3,549,424 (5.1)
(2.0)
5,710,537
6.9
3,113,158 (7.8)
3.3
4,124,600
(3.1)
1,280,378
2.0
12.1
2,911,636
6.4
1,630,727
5.9
16.6
4,762,847
16.2
2,519,274 13.7
14.4
1,526,182
11.4
777,476 10.7
(0.4)
1,279,459
(8.3)
615,781 (6.7)
(4.6) 186,317,100
(7.5) 124,957,200
8.4
4,628,484
1.1
2,878,942
26.9
2,412,517
18.2
2,482,230
11.4
1,375,447
35.3
1,977,020
(6.9)
1,861,696
(22.6)
1,654,832
0.2
1,712,906

(6.9) 1,146,359,000
(9.6) 818,323,600
2.4 21,014,760
(0.8) 13,268,560
35.8 12,160,830
18.2 14,618,390
3.5
5,979,372
18.8 10,863,670
(5.9)
9,897,642
(25.9)
8,004,323
(4.4)
7,496,309

(7.4)
(9.7)
(0.1)
0.2
29.4
15.3
4.1
40.5
(8.6)
(28.3)
(3.5)

40

Number of watermelons smashed
by world record holder John
Allwood in one minute — using
only his head.

13.8%

Dollar gain by refrigerated kefir/
milk substitutes/soy milk (to
$166,339,000), the largest dairy
subcategory to register a doubledigit advance during the past 12
weeks — despite a 17.2% loss by
segment leader Silk. However,
double-digit gains by the brand’s
Pure Almond and Pure Coconut
varieties more than offset the loss.

-16.5%

Dollar loss by refrigerated blended
fruit juice (to $54,831,880), the
largest refrigerated subcategory
to register a double-digit loss during the most recent 12 weeks. Topseller Dole saw its sales tumble
12.5%, but Nos. 2 and 5, Simply
Orange and Odwalla Superfood,
posted 1.5% and 14.2% advances,
respectively.

0.28

Gallons of pee produced by the
average person each day. Over the
course of a lifetime, that’s more
than 7,900 gallons, enough to fill
10 standard fire trucks.

35.9%

Dollar gain by private label flavored spreads (to $8,536,569), largest by a store brand refrigerated
product with at least $1 million
in sales during the past 12 weeks.
Its success combined with a 13.8%
jump by segment leader Sabra
helped expand subcategory sales
7.6% to $97,731,980.

-55.8%

Dollar loss by snack cakes/doughnuts (to $5,411,253), largest by a
refrigerated subcategory with
at least $1 million in sales during
the most recent 12 weeks. A 51.5%
loss by subcategory leader Jell-O
Temptations gets most of the
blame.

ORANGE JUICE
$540,721,700
Tropicana Pure Premium
$154,411,100
Simply Orange
$99,091,510
Private Label
$90,337,550
Florida’s Natural
$75,029,430
Minute Maid Premium
$50,465,220
Minute Maid
$19,850,010
Minute Maid Premium Kids Plus
$5,443,715
Citrus World Donald Duck
$3,702,565
Odwalla
$3,294,678
Tree Ripe
$2,771,110

(4.2) 163,693,700
(12.8) 41,652,950
(1.3) 29,234,610
(5.8) 30,809,160
5.5 22,462,840
(12.4) 16,329,030
198.7
6,001,746
(3.7)
1,954,424
(8.3)
1,540,164
(2.0)
592,831
(21.8)
1,210,333

BUTTER
Private Label
Land O Lakes
Challenge
Breakstone’s
Tillamook
Keller’s
Hotel Bar
Crystal Farms
Cabot
Kerrygold

$302,195,900
$155,746,500
$78,242,370
$11,837,400
$7,189,921
$4,341,317
$3,949,810
$3,775,795
$3,555,631
$3,539,596
$3,490,612

(3.0) 107,226,400
(6.6) 60,451,960
(2.0) 24,225,990
(0.2)
3,650,865
(3.6)
2,925,048
(6.7)
1,255,815
21.2
1,347,413
54.0
1,327,476
(14.8)
1,200,206
(5.0)
1,113,416
27.6
978,451

MARG./SPRDS./BUTTER BLNDS. $301,540,200
I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter
$47,158,340
Shedd’s Country Crock
$35,233,550
Land O Lakes
$30,860,320
Smart Balance
$26,648,000
Blue Bonnet
$22,896,680
Private Label
$22,156,420
Shedd’s Country Crock Plus
$17,324,750
I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter Light $13,870,140
Imperial
$12,024,800
Parkay
$10,319,410

(3.3) 128,928,200
(5.9) 14,560,160
(1.3) 11,386,540
6.9 11,872,500
(8.7)
7,698,488
8.9 17,943,860
0.2 13,329,430
(5.6)
5,530,767
(7.2)
4,540,736
9.3 11,533,370
(8.2)
4,897,071

(9.3) 157,215,200 (8.8)
(11.4) 14,987,910 (11.3)
(5.0) 22,307,630 (7.1)
(3.8)
8,380,652 (1.5)
(15.2)
8,379,276 (14.3)
(4.1) 21,501,620 (1.7)
(8.2) 20,329,730 (9.0)
(8.9) 11,495,680 (10.1)
(11.7)
4,618,844 (11.8)
0.4 12,598,980
3.8
(20.5)
5,286,304 (18.9)

COFFEE CREAMER
$288,695,700
Nestlé Coffee Mate
$150,268,300
International Delight
$54,247,500
Private Label
$24,105,810
Bailey’s
$18,807,280
Nestlé Coffee Mate Carb Select
$16,796,790
Intnl. Delight Cof. House Inspirations $9,463,409
Silk
$3,576,364
International Delight Cold Stone
$3,378,481
Mocha Mix
$2,598,770
Hood Country Creamer
$962,547

8.4 98,926,230
3.9 47,428,790
14.7 19,724,680
18.3
9,285,150
73.7
7,871,711
(0.2)
4,708,956
(41.6)
3,907,610
6.4
1,586,918
*
1,355,692
(13.3)
690,433
(2.4)
610,683

3.0 165,807,600
5.7
(0.6) 82,535,270
1.6
8.8 32,128,550 10.1
14.2 17,814,710 17.7
52.6
9,300,424 65.3
(1.2)
9,417,912 (1.2)
(51.3)
5,161,382 (42.5)
5.5
1,879,849
6.4
*
1,876,776
*
(18.0)
2,004,813 (17.3)
(2.2)
1,221,367 (2.2)

PROCSD/IMITATION CHEESE-SLICES $286,085,600
Kraft Singles
$95,631,510
Private Label
$87,724,600
Kraft Deli Deluxe
$22,704,260
Kraft
$21,860,590
Borden
$15,105,670
Kraft Velveeta
$10,815,450
Crystal Farms
$6,670,361
Land O Lakes
$3,378,829
Galaxy Nutritional Foods Veggie
$3,088,532
Borden Sandwich Mate
$2,114,458

(1.5) 97,160,510
(16.8) 29,042,630
(2.9) 34,463,890
(8.5)
4,443,594
395.0
7,838,343
8.9
5,822,661
0.6
2,654,742
14.8
2,420,648
10.7
759,977
(7.6)
915,617
7.9
2,066,413

(8.0) 78,084,380 (7.5)
(26.0) 24,364,710 (23.5)
(9.8) 28,035,700 (9.3)
(16.0)
3,844,124 (13.6)
306.4
6,116,598 285.8
4.3
4,543,962
2.3
(2.8)
2,175,685 (2.1)
10.6
1,975,047
6.5
9.9
471,812
8.2
(11.2)
417,796 (11.2)
6.6
1,086,041
5.4

NATURAL SLICES
Private Label
Sargento
Sargento Deli Style
Kraft Big Slice
Tillamook
Crystal Farms
Land O Lakes
Kraft Deli Fresh
Alpine Lace
Kraft

8.7 75,154,500
7.3 35,343,540
39.0 12,337,750
(15.7)
4,945,058
56.2
3,376,388
(4.4)
2,161,625
48.3
1,594,910
(0.2)
1,157,887
(42.9)
1,277,047
(12.1)
853,940
(27.4)
1,270,539

7.7 36,673,610
7.7
4.6 17,198,960
6.0
41.3
5,532,612 39.6
(14.3)
2,399,064 (14.7)
60.8
1,632,326 61.1
(12.8)
1,458,507 (12.0)
49.7
811,546 47.2
1.3
547,210
1.1
(44.8)
627,078 (44.4)
(16.2)
417,077 (16.1)
(27.1)
564,779 (26.0)

$237,360,400
$97,146,300
$39,961,990
$15,761,800
$9,930,406
$9,804,024
$5,014,743
$4,378,868
$4,152,527
$4,118,320
$3,816,689
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(7.9) 10,772,650,000 (9.9)
(18.8) 2,737,654,000 (18.1)
1.3 1,631,941,000 (2.2)
(12.3) 2,443,563,000 (13.0)
(1.3) 1,389,122,000 (1.6)
(11.3) 1,092,790,000 (16.7)
304.0 390,494,300 195.4
(2.0) 119,902,300 (10.1)
(12.2) 91,214,880 (12.6)
(3.2) 34,157,700
3.9
(27.3) 70,547,820 (26.7)
8.8 100,423,300
6.7 58,949,330
8.0 22,080,760
11.9
3,195,485
2.7
1,642,019
(2.6)
1,255,815
38.0
1,313,867
66.1
1,272,550
(5.7)
1,161,486
4.8
1,112,536
25.6
437,773

9.3
7.6
7.2
14.5
3.9
(2.6)
39.2
76.3
(4.1)
4.8
25.3
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BETTY BUYER
& SAMMY SELLER
SQUARE OFF
Here’s what buyers and vendors think about margins,
private label, SKU counts, vendor relations, deal structures
and sundry other things.
BY WARREN THAYER

‘Our margins will drop because
of food inflation and price wars
between Walmart and Kroger.
It’s not a pretty picture.’

M

Buyers expect margins in frozen/dairy to go down in the next year.
Manufacturers disagree. Manufacturers expect private label share to
grow twice as fast as retailers predict. Manufacturers love scandowns;
retailers don’t.
During the past month, I spent beaucoup hours on the phone and blasting out e-mail surveys to retailers and manufacturers to get a feel for
what we might expect in the year ahead. Here’s what I learned.

ost retailers surveyed expect decreases in fro- is. We can’t get it all back, and so we just have to accept
zen/dairy margins of between 1.0% and 3.0%
that you can’t make grosses in frozen that you are used to
in the next 12 months. It’s important to keep
seeing.”
Manufacturers surveyed expect retailers’ margins in
in mind that our average of -1.4% includes the 40% of
frozen/dairy foods to increase by 2.5% in the year ahead.
respondents who expect no change in margins.
One major retailer, who expects
Personally, I attribute this to “the
a 2% decrease, says that deflation in
grass is always greener” on the
some categories early this year allowed
other side of the fence syndrome.
margin enhancement, but he’s not optiMany retailers and vendors I speak
mistic about the rest of the year. “We’re
with believe that their “partners”
starting to see more cost increases, and
are gin-swilling cheats getting rich
Percentage decrease at their expense.
when that happens, we tend to get margins compressed, since we can’t pass on
On a recent afternoon, I amexpected by retailers bushed
increases as quickly as we get them.”
my old friend Dan Raftery,
in average gross
Another, who foresees a 3% drop in
president of Antioch, Ill.-based
frozen food margins at his chain, cites
Raftery Resource Network and a
margins on frozen/
“extreme competitive activity” in his
member of this magazine’s editorial
dairy foods in the
market as Walmart and Kroger duke it
advisory board, and asked him for
out on price. Others single out Winco
his take on all this.
year ahead.
and Aldi as taking aggressive stances
“I expect margins to go down,
that cut into margins. Chains with a big
and not just in frozen and dairy
enough budget to implement price optimization programs foods,” he opined. “Manufacturers have been holding
see some light at the end of the tunnel, but as one points
their prices back for some time now with package changout “It’s not a pretty picture. Highly price-sensitive items
es, reduced weight, changed formulas and so on, and they
are dropping down, and of course that’s where the volume have no choice but to raise prices as food inflation hits
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everyone across the board. It’s just a matter of time.” (Dan
is usually considerably more optimistic than that, so you
should probably be worried. At least a little.)

I

should point out right off the bat that manufacturers
expect private label share to jump by 4.6 percentage
points. Quite a contrast, but not too surprising when
you consider that most of
my vendor respondents are
branded and tend to see
private label as the evergrowing Great Satan.
I think this percentage
increase in share is too agPercentage
gressive, although I could
point increase
believe it for dollars. My
survey said “share,” but in
in dollar share
I think I should
of private label retrospect
have put “share” in all-capital letters and in bright red.
frozen/dairy
Most respondents, I believe,
expected by
were thinking of dollars.
That would make a little
retailers in the
more sense. According to
year ahead.
Nielsen data for the food,
drug and mass channels
for the 52 weeks ended April 14 of this year, private label
frozen saw a 2.9% dollar increase, but only a 0.4 percentage point share increase. The biggest private label share
gainer, by the way, was frozen pizza, which rose by 1.3
points. Over in dairy, Nielsen data for the same period
show private label dollars up by 7.9%, but a share increase
of only 0.6 points.
There’s not a sudden run for the roses by private label,
either. When I checked Nielsen’s 13-week numbers for
the period ended April 14, private label frozen dollars
were ahead by 1.5%, with dollar share up by only 0.3
points. And in dairy, private label dollars rose by 2.6% but
share actually fell by 0.2 points.
My friend Mr. Raftery is not all that optimistic about
private label, either. He thinks private label share may
decrease slightly in the year ahead, as licensing deals and
co-branded product muscle more facings onto the shelf.

+2.1

0.7% T
Percent by
which retailers
expect SKU
counts in frozen
to increase in
the year ahead.

his survey question
resulted in many,
many responses of
“Have they finally invented
a case stretcher?” and “If my
crowbar can get me a couple
extra feet of shelf space, I
might add a couple SKUs.”
Okay, okay. So I was just
curious. And yes, I have
heard the “case stretcher”
joke at least a few times
since I fell off the turnip

truck. It just seemed that with so many people still talking about SKU rationalization, I thought there might be
a slight trend toward fewer SKUs so that the remaining
items could have more facings and thus more holding
power. I was wrong. “One-in, one-out,” was a very common answer.
A few retailers say they are swapping out coffins for
doored cases, which will give them more space for additional items. Several report that they’ll be giving more
space to appetizers and convenience foods. Manufacturers predict a 0.3% increase in frozen SKU counts.

1.2% A

pparently the case
stretchers work
slightly better in
dairy than they do in frozen foods. I heard
lots about
Percent by
Greek
which retailers
yogurt
here,
expect SKU
with
counts in dairy
many
retailers
to increase in
the year ahead. planning to
devote still more space and SKUs
to the rapidly growing segment.
Hummus keeps humming along, too.
As for Greek yogurt, retailers see a
bit of a quandary. Regular
yogurt is still selling well,
so they are reluctant to
pull space away from it.
And there aren’t many
categories in dairy that
are over-allocated, so
grabbing extra space
here isn’t easy.
One retailer notes,
“We might look at
something like creamers or half and half. We
sell a lot of it, but we sell
‘Suck it up, Betty. Your mara lot of milk, too, and we
gins aren’t going anywhere
don’t have 50 tastings of it.
but up. You just love to
What this (Greek yogurt’s
complain.’
growth) really does is put
pressure on the bottom
two flavors in different
categories. You have to draw the line somewhere.”
Another retailer says yogurt, creamers and specialty
Betty Buyer and Sammy Seller are pseudonyms for retailers and vendors who share their thoughts anonymously on
industry issues. Their dust-ups appear on these pages from
time to time.
JULY 2012
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milks will get more SKUs, with space being taken away
from juice.
Manufacturers surveyed expect to see retailer SKU
counts in dairy to rise by 1.3% in the year ahead.

C+

Average grade that retailers would give vendors as trading partners.

T

his question asked retailers what they liked, and
didn’t like, about their vendors. They were also
asked which vendors were doing an especially
good job. Despite my best efforts at herding cats, everything kind of morphed into how vendors could improve.
Can’t say I’m too surprised.
But let me start with the kudos. Singled out as excellent
trading partners by retailers were General Mills, Chobani, Fage, Nestlé, and Blue Bunny.
Here are some comments by retailers on their vendor
partners:

• ”We like the ones that bring pertinent information that
is to the point and shows actual information that can
be used (business insights versus decks of data). Please
come with insights and actionable ideas versus numbers you haven’t even looked at yet.”
• ”Focus on better communication, supply chain and
packaging.”
• ”The best vendors deliver: the products, the market information and their promises. Vendors could improve
by tailoring programs to support the retailer’s position
in the market.”
• ”We need consistency, honest answers and trust. Tell
the real story about what is going on, and why.”
• ”Often with vendors, the left hand doesn’t know what
the right hand is doing. We’re a regional chain, and
don’t get to hear about what might be working in another part of the country or with one of the big chains.
The vendors don’t share information among their sales
teams within their own organization, and then with
us. I’m not talking about proprietary information, but
simply ideas that can be tweaked to everyone’s benefit.
We’ve got a silo situation right now, and it hurts both
the vendors and us.”
• ”I like vendors that are collaborative, and look at things
from a category perspective instead of their own company initiatives.”
• ”Vendors should work more closely with us on changes
in commodity costs that will affect us.”
• ”It’s very important to have flexibility with trade funds
and the ability to try all of the promotional events to
find what works. Vendors could use a scorecard to
measure their brands versus competitive brands in the
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category.”
• ”The best vendors bring you information about the
consumer, and not just products. Anybody can mine
data, but what we need is information on what consumers think, how they buy, how they make lists,
basket sizes, affinity reports, etc. We can run some of
this for ourselves also, but it helps if they can share
their information.”
Manufacturers would probably give their retailer partners a ‘D’, based on responses to our survey. Here are
some comments from the vendor side:
• ”I guess I’m in a nasty space.
Most of the retailers today
have too many financial
requirements that make
it difficult to partner
with them in moving the
business forward. They
are losing volume to other
channels because their ‘costs
of doing business’ have gotten
out of control. I have seen so
many buyer changes at key
retailers that the opportunities for the real business
partnerships needed to
build a business have
gone away. The plan
seems to be to just
drain the manufacturers of any and all
available monies and
the brokers of their
resources. This has
done very little good
for the industry and the
individuals.”
• ”Retailers should allow
‘Please come with business
you time to present and insights and actionable ideas
give consideration to
versus numbers you haven’t
your new brand. They
even looked at yet.’
could also reduce slotting costs and fees.”
• ”Harris Teeter and Heinen’s are always willing to
give new item concepts a chance to prove themselves.
Retailers could improve by keeping their new item
and promotional forms simple. Some are incredibly
complicated. They could also make their slotting and
promotional fees more affordable for smaller manufacturers.”
• ”More retailers should be like Walmart, and let the
consumer decide if an item is worthy to be stocked,
and not just charge outrageous slotting for a chance to
play. Review the categories more often for the losers.”

• ”Publix is fair, honest and most interested in efficient
business and selling cases, not programs.”
• ”I give credit to retailers that continue to expand
natural/organic and gluten-free assortments. Retailers
could improve by devoting more space to frozen and
dairy. While new or remodeled stores have dramatically increased their footprint, space devoted to frozen
and dairy has not kept pace with overall category
growth. Display space especially for dairy is still not
even close to where it needs to be.”

A

6.3%

few folks told me
that this number is sort of a
default, since so many
existing items are being
Percentage in“upgraded” by vendors
to include health claims.
crease in “better
But there’s no question
for-you” items
that many retailers are
aggressively seeking
retailers expect
out healthier items to
to stock in the
meet growing consumer
Stefano2011Frozen&DairyBuyer1-2hrz.qxd
1/26/12 3:53
demand.
year ahead.

MINI CALZONE

RIP-N-DIP®

There’s no free ride, however. Says one retailer, “Betterfor-you and natural is still getting double-digit growth
around here, which may or may not continue. You have
to be careful, with so many new things coming out in
mainline frozen that may or may not hit the mark. I have a
sample freezer, and when I ask people in the office to clean
it out, guess what’s left in there, that nobody’s touched?”
Manufacturers are more optimistic. They put the percentage increase in “betterfor-you” items at 14.0%
in the next year. Says one
jaded vendor, “Whatever the
media gets the consumer
excited about will indicate
how much more space the
Percentage inretailer gives to ‘the hype.’”

B
PM

3.6%

ased on responses,
it’s clear that there’s
proportionately more
space given to frozen
foods in new stores than
in remodels. It’s hard to
Page 1 the footprint of the
expand

STROMBOLI

crease in space retailers say is given
to dairy foods,
proportionately,
in new stores and
remodels.

FROZEN PIZZA DOUGH

PIZZA

Heat &Eat Products
Fill your cases with our convenient, heat & eat
products and offer your customers a
versatile meal solution.
From handhelds for busy people on-the-go
to appetizers for watching the big game...we have
the ideal snack or meal solution for your customers!
The unequaled quality of Stefano items comes from
our use of natural cheeses and freshly sliced meats.
Our products include Calzones, Stromboli, Panini,
Pizza, Mini Calzones, Tuscanni™ Handheld Pizza,
Rip-n-Dip® Pizza Rings and more!

1.800.340.4019 ~ www.stefanofoods.com
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3.8%

department in a remodel. Manufacturers say the overall
increase is more in line with 3.3%.

Percentage increase
in space retailers
say is given to
frozen foods, proportionately, in new
stores and remodels.

T
T

he same reasoning applies here. Manufacturers
peg the increase at 2.0%.

And of course if you order more cases than you can scan
through during the promotion period, you own the overstock at a higher price than you anticipated. Finally, some
retailers complain that there can be significant lag time
between the sale of product and the reimbursement by
the manufacturer.
Befuddled by some of the answers I got from various retailers, I turned again to my old pal Dan Raftery.
Here’s what Dan told me:
“Manufacturers like scandowns because they have
built-in proof of performance. They’re not paying until
after the sale has happened. Many retailers don’t like the
risk of being stuck with inventory, since they aren’t guaranteed $X off per case for their entire purchase. Retailers
who like scandowns are more likely to be EDLP operators
who go for penny-for-penny pass-through to the retail
price. Retailers who don’t like scandowns are less likely
to do the pass-through. I’m not saying either is right or
wrong; it’s just different ways of doing things.”

his one surprised me, and I have to admit that it’s
no wonder vendors can’t please everybody when
they try to come up with deal structures. Nearly
every retailer had a different opinion about which type
of promotion was the most effective, or the most
fair to all parties. If there was any trend at all, it
was that vendors almost invariably love scandowns, while a majority of retailers do not.
Unfortunately, there are a lot of definitions of
scandowns floating around, so let me give it my
best shot. Scandowns are when the vendor gives
Different retailers have very different
the retailer a discount off-invoice,
ideas on the effectiveness of scandowns,
but only for the items that
pass through the register
BOGOs, TPRs, etc.
within a given period
Raftery adds that scandowns offer some added benof time. If you buy 100 cases of
something but only 90 cases scan efits that aren’t always recognized. “You get to see which
stores were out of stock, which from an operational
through within the promotion
period, the discount applies only standpoint is really good at helping you improve the supply chain. It keeps everybody paying attention. Let’s say
to those 90 cases and you own
you have a four-week program, and you see that some
the other 10 cases at full price.
stores aren’t scanning the item anymore in weeks two and
Under this system, forward
buys and diverting are impractical, three. That’s good information to have for business review
meetings, letting you identify problems and fix out-ofif not impossible. (More
stocks going forward.”
devious minds than
Like I said earlier, most retailers are not fans of scanmine can probably
downs, largely for the reasons stated above. But one chain
find a way to get
exec I spoke with says he has sat on both the vendor and
around this.) One
retailer side of the desk, and he thinks scandowns are fair
chink in the armor
and effective. He recalls the old days when forward buyhere is that if you
ing was in its heyday, and retailers would make a buy at
have lousy data
the expiration date of a deal and order six months’ worth
quality from your
front end, you may of inventory. That gave them a good chunk of change for
just holding onto inventory.
not get all of the
“Transitioning from forward buys to scandowns rediscounts to which
you are entitled.
quires an adjustment period,” he notes. “You lose money
on paper, and you go through maybe a year to get past
‘The plan seems to be to just drain the manufacturers
that and lap your old numbers. But once you get there,
of any and all available monies and the brokers of their
you can see the benefits of managing your money differresources.’
ently. Forward-buy funds weren’t really enough to adjust
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all the way to a BOGO, but with a scandown you can take
a certain amount of money and go deeper within a specific
timeframe. Besides, with a forward buy, you may wait six
months to go through the product and realize your additional gross profit. But with a scandown, I can deduct off
the next invoice.”
There are varying viewpoints all over the lot here. Two
self-distributing retailers say they prefer scandown-type
programs where the triggering event is not when the
item passes through the register, but when it is received
at the store.
Well, enough about scandowns. Let’s move on to how
retailers feel about other promotional vehicles. There appears to be a groundswell among retailers for what they
call “one bucket” of funds from the vendor.
“Sometimes, you’re just playing with money, putting different things on different lines of the purchase order. It’s
best all around if all the money goes into one bucket that
the category manager and the vendor manage together,
whether it is a TPR, a hot ad, or whatever.”
BOGOs are popular with most retailer respondents,

with some reservations. Says one major chain buyer,
“BOGOs give you the best lift, but they’re expensive. They
have to be timed strategically. TPRs can be very effective
when you hit some optimal price points, but you have to
be careful how they affect the total category.”
Says another chain buyer, “BOGOs, unfortunately,
resonate the best with the customer here, and get the largest lift. We do them on a scandown, which I think is the
fairest way to do it. We also do a lot of meal deals that are
well-supported, but expensive.”
But a manufacturer notes that “BOGOs are great for the
consumer. But the floor stock charges, the high margins
and buyout make them a costly way of getting trial, and
also cause price increases.” Another vendor complains
that “enormously expensive ad/endcap programs” are his
least favorite.
BOGOs, TPRs and scandowns got the most comments
from retailers in our survey. The retailers note that coupons and in-store flyer ads are still effective mainstays.
One respondent cited an extreme dislike for “free goods
— an accounting nightmare.” n

“Factory customization and pre-piped components
made system installation faster and less expensive.
NOW, THAT’S WHAT I CALL AN EDGE.”
When it comes to choosing a distributed refrigeration system, there is only one choice. The Zero Zone Edge™ Distributed System
is tailor-made for your individual store layout and manufactured with your custom features, simplifying installation and reducing costs.
Vertical or horizontal configurations make the system more flexible and service friendly. For innovative system design, personalized
service and responsiveness, nobody does it better than Zero Zone.
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Asian $$

has debuted microgory now,” says Mark
waveable potstickers
Phelps, president and
ready to eat in just five
COO of Tukwila,
minutes (skillet cookWash.-based Innoving is recommended for
Asian (www.innov
P.F. Chang’s offering).
asiancuisine.com).
In addition, says presiAs a result, Asian
dent Stephen Chen, the
food has gone from
The category welcomes a wide
all-natural dumplings
array of new items, but the lack of a “exotic” to “everyday,”
are lower in sodium
landing it a spot in
single, destination section in many
than many other
many families’ regustores continues to stifle growth.
potstickers, addressing
lar meal rotation.
As
frozen
Asian
one of consumers’ chief
BY DENISE LEATHERS
food sales expand,
concerns about ChiInnovAsian has launched
rozen Asian entree dollars
so does the breadth
nese food. The product
black pepper chicken,
jumped 4.6% to $935.2 million
of products. While
also comes in a smaller,
a healthier alternative
in 2011 across the food, drug
Wanchai Ferry10.5-ounce package,
to other chicken dishes,
and mass channels, according to
style multi-serve
and caramelized pork, an which contains a single
New York-based Nielsen.
meals are common,
lunch-size serving. “In
item widely available in
Much of the growth appears to
many retailers are
China, lots of people
Chinese restaurants but
be attributable to smaller brands
adding other meal
eat dumplings for
not in frozen.
finally getting a look from consumcomponents as well,
lunch,” explains Chen.
ers initially
particularly appetizers. For
“Multi-serve frozen Asian products
attracted to
example, Houston-based
are great,” he adds, “but I think retailthe category
Windsor Foods recently
ers are missing out on the singleby adveradded shrimp egg rolls and
serve lunch business.”
tising and
battered green beans to its
Tai Pei is also making a bigger
promotion
Tai Pei lineup (www.taipei
play for the lunch dollar, adding both
from General
food.com), as well as its first
Chicken Chow Mein and Orange
Mills and
bite-size offering, mini chick- Beef to its single-serve lineup, reports
Unilever. In
en egg rolls. Because they
Conner. “These new items fulfill the
the superoffer better portion control
consumer’s need for variety,” she says,
market chanthan full-size products, minis highlighting growing demand for
Windsor Foods added
nel, Genare gaining ground in every
new flavors, including regional and
its first bite-size offering
eral Mills’
category from frozen novelnon-Chinese options.
to its Tai Pei lineup: mini
Wanchai
ties to chocolate bars,
chicken egg rolls. Minis
Ferry lineup
says director of marketoffer portion control, kids
fell out of
ing Beth Conner. And
like them and they’re fun
the top 10
because they’re also the
to eat, says the company.
in February
perfect size for kids, they
after several
boost product versatility.
months of double-digit losses, al“Mostly, though, mini-size food is
For example, Dearborn, Mich.though Unilever’s P.F. Chang’s range
just more fun to eat,” she adds.
based Thai Feast (www.thaifeast.com)
posted a 3.2% gain during the 12
recently launched a trio of reformuweeks ended May 13 (versus the same APPETIZERS ARE HOT
lated single-serve Thai dishes, now
period a year ago), reports ChicagoP.F. Chang’s recently rolled out frozen lower in sugar and sodium and higher
based market research firm Sympho- spring rolls and dumplings, each with in fiber. The meals are also glutennyIRI Group.
its own dipping sauce. Although both free, tapping into yet another hot catAlthough the big brands now lag
have long been available from other
egory trend. New flavor profiles like
overall category growth in many
manufacturers, the entry is expected
Thai deserve a lot of the credit for the
markets, they’ve helped put Asian
to shine a spotlight on frozen Asian
category’s recent success, according
front and center for consumers.
appetizers, prompting at least one
to company founder Genevieve Vang.
“There’s a lot more awareness of
supplier to roll out an even-easier to
“Consumers are looking for more
Asian cuisine through television
prepare version.
choices and tastes.... So make more
shows and commercials, and more
Acton, Mass.-based Joyce Chen
room for frozen Asian foods because
companies are involved in the cateFoods (www.joycechenfoods.com)
there are snacks and entrees you

Up 4.6%

F

Next year, Chinese New
Year will be Feb. 10, just a
week after the Super Bowl.
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haven’t even heard of yet,” she says.
Santa Fe, Calif.-based Day-Lee
Foods (www.day-lee.com) is also
looking outside of China for new
product inspiration, recently rolling
out a line of authentic Japanese udon
noodles. Other than P.F. Chang’s
noodle meals for two, introduced

two shelves of a particular brand, the
retailer will see a significant lift in
that brand’s sales,” he explains.
That said, retailers also need to
be sure to carry enough brands to
satisfy consumers’ need for variety.
“Smaller companies with smaller
product lines tend to be more innovative.... And introducing new
items is crucial if we want to keep the
momentum going. People are always
looking for new and different things,”
according to Chen.

DEDICATED SECTION KEY

Thai Feast debuted a trio of
reformulated single-serve Thai
dishes, now lower in sugar and
sodium and higher in fiber.
They are gluten-free.

last fall, “There aren’t a lot of frozen
noodle dishes out there,” says Eastern
regional sales manager Kevin Feehan.
“These will give consumers another
choice.”
While Day-Lee focuses on noodles, InnovAsian recently added
better-for-you jasmine brown rice
to its lineup. In an effort to round
out its offerings, the company also
introduced black pepper chicken, a
healthier alternative to other chicken
dishes, and caramelized pork, an

To make those new items easier to
find, many manufacturers recommend having a dedicated frozen
Asian section that includes entrees,
appetizers, side dishes and everything else consumers need to create
a complete meal. “It makes meal
planning much simpler for shoppers
because they see all of their frozen
Asian options in one area,” says
Phelps. “There’s also an opportunity
for add-on sales” if consumers spot a
complementary item like dumplings
or rice that they may not have been
thinking about before.
Right now, adds Feehan, many
supermarkets merchandise frozen
Asian foods in several different
sections throughout the store. For
example, Day-Lee’s protein-only
Asian meals are often in the same
frozen meat section as Tyson chicken
nuggets. “Those people aren’t looking for Asian. And
shoppers who are
might not think to
check that door. It’s
very confusing for
consumers, and it’s
holding the category
back,” says Feehan.
Because complementary items
often aren’t merchandised together,
cross-promotion, cross-couponing,
meal deals and other promotional vehicles that help consumers find other
Asian meal components are vital. For
example, says Chen, his company often offers in-store coupons for $1 off
any two Joyce Chen items, pointing
buyers of its shelf-stable sauces and

Many frozen Asian foods are
merchandised in different parts
of the store, creating customer
confusion and hampering sales.
item widely available in Chinese
restaurants but not in frozen.
A full line of products is key
because it allows retailers to create
a decent brand block, says InnovAsian’s Phelps, who thinks some
retailers carry too many different
brands with just a few SKUs each.
“Our research and experience show
that when a retailer displays at least
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oils toward its frozen potstickers and
vice versa. It also demos complementary items together.
“Demos are crucial because many
consumers still aren’t familiar with
a lot of Asian foods,” believing them
too exotic or too spicy, says Chen.
For example, his company recently
sampled its potstickers in a store
with a heavy Hispanic population,
most of whom had never tried the
product. “It ended up doing really
well.” Chen adds that although many
retailers are scrambling to add more
Hispanic foods, a just-released survey
by the Pew Research Center revealed
that Asians recently passed Hispanics as the fastest-growing group of

Day-Lee Foods recently rolled out
a line of authentic Japanese udon
noodles.

new immigrants to the United States.
Phelps says on-pack IRCs and
BOGOs are another good way to
stimulate trial. “Once consumers
realize how good the quality is, they
become repeat purchasers.”
Feehan agrees. “We like ‘buy two
entrees, get an appetizer free’ type
offers,” that give shoppers a risk-free
way to try another type of product.
He also suggests a single price point
during sales.
Conner says Chinese New Year (in
2013, it will be Feb. 10) is a great time
to promote frozen Asian foods, but
retailers and manufacturers should
look for other opportunities as well,
especially those that help consumers
see the category as more mainstream
than ethnic. So when appetizers are
on sale for the Super Bowl (set for
Feb. 3, 2013), Asian appetizers should
be, too. And when multi-serve meals
are promoted during back-to-school,
Asian meals should also be on deal. n

SPOTLIGHT: ASIAN

Future Looks Bright

for Asian Foods

A

sian foods have shown strong growth in recent
years and the future looks promising for this segment, according to a recent report on the ethnic
foods market in the United States by Mintel Group Ltd.
(www.mintel.com), an international market research
company with offices in this country in Chicago and
New York.
Mintel points out that the Asian food segment is highly
diversified. Although only a few of the leading brands
experienced sales gains in 2011, the segment was still
able to post an estimated 4.6% increase to $767 million in
food, drug and mass merchandiser outlets in 2011.
Mintel predicts that the Asian food segment will continue to see strong growth through 2016, reaching $1.1
billion in sales that year, due in part to a growing trend in
Asian-inspired cuisine at restaurants that will likely lead
to greater interest in home preparation.
The estimated 4.6% gain last year was the slowest annual growth in the past five years. Mintel says that a slowdown in product innovation in 2011, caused in part by the
March earthquake and tsunami that struck Japan, was a

likely factor. The earthquake and tsunami impacted both
product supplies and infrastructure, causing a reduction
in output and sales, as well as impacting consumer perception of product safety, according to Mintel.
The study stressed that consumer interest in health
and wellness is a boon to the Asian food segment, which
utilizes vegetables and soy proteins over refined sugars
and fats. However, Mintel says that a factor that might
keep older consumers from ethnic food preparation is related to health concerns. The perception of a high sodium
content in Asian cuisine is an element that works against
this segment. Expanding product lines to include healthy
product offerings and preparation suggestions, as well as
promoting the inherent
health benefits, might
be just what is needed
to boost participation
among older consumers,
according to Mintel.
Mexican and Chinese
cuisines received the
greatest percentage of once per month home preparation,
according to results of Mintel’s custom consumer survey.
In the 2011 survey, 51% of respondents indicated having
prepared some kind of Asian food in the 30 days leading
up to the survey.

Consumer interest
in health and
wellness is a boon
to the segment.

Leader of the Packs

Our new skillet meal facility boosts Request Foods co-packing to 600,000 sq. ft. of cooking, blending, freezing
and packing capacity for your frozen entrées and side dishes. Pans, single serve and skillet meals, Request Foods
is your co-packing partner. Give your retail, club store or national brand the consistent quality of Request Foods.
We Make Your Brand ... Better.

3460 John F. Donnelly Dr., Holland, Michigan 49424
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ASIAN FOOD SALES & FORECAST

Mintel says there is a prime
of Asian food beyond just Chinese and
Sales at
Current Prices % Annual
opportunity to inspire more
Japanese offerings.
Year
$ Million
Change
frequent home preparation
The report also points out that
2006
530
—
in the Asian food segment.
growth in Asian-inspired, fast casual
2007
571
7.7
Whereas “taco night” camrestaurants could work to expand
paigns exist to encourage
interest in Asian food as well.
2008
619
8.5
While the Northeast showed the
regular preparation of Mexi2009
673
8.6
highest
frequency of ethnic food prepacan/Hispanic food, Asian food
2010
733
9.0
ration
among
U.S. regions, cuisine type
marketers have not followed
2011 (est.)
767
4.6
centers
largely
around the demographic
such an approach, but should
2012 (fore.)
845
10.2
makeup of the inhabitants, says Mintel.
take these efforts into consid2013 (fore.)
898
6.2
The largest populations of Asians in this
eration for future sales growth,
2014 (fore.)
968
7.7
country is concentrated in the West,
according to Mintel.
2015 (fore.)
1,031
6.6
according to U.S. Census Bureau data.
Mintel says that an indication
2016 (fore.)
1,098
6.5
In line with this, the most-frequent
of future growth in the Asian
Source: Mintel/based on SymphonyIRIGroup
preparers of Asian food are located in
food segment is the growing
InfoScan® Reviews.
the West.
popularity of Asian-inspired
The study found that households
cuisine at the restaurant level.
Three of the five most popular ethnic cuisine menu items earning $75,000 to $99,900 indicated the greatest frein restaurants at the end of the third quarter of 2011 were quency of Asian food preparation, preparing it 1.94 times
per month on average. Mintel says this indicates that
Chinese, Pan-Asian and Japanese, according to Mintel’s
there is both room to cater to higher income earners with
Menu Insights database. In addition to this, a growing
higher price points and premium products, as well as
interest in Vietnamese food among product manufacturroom to develop affordable options in order to welcome
ers is expected to contribute to an increase in sales of
consumers from households earning less than $75,000
Asian foods. Mintel believes that the growth in sales of
into trying the cuisine. n
Vietnamese food will help expand consumer perception

SPOTLIGHT: DINNERS/ENTREES

Dinners/Entrees

Down 3.7%

The single-serve subcategory held
its own, but multi-serve sales tumbled 8.9%. More restrained promotion and meal-solutions merchandising could help spur a turnaround.
By Denise Leathers

A

decline. On the bright side, No. 4
P.F. Chang’s (+3.2%) finally reversed
its months-long decline and No. 9
Gourmet Dining saw its sales jump
7.0%.
While frozen entree manufacturers are always bringing in
new varieties and flavors of existing items, much of their product
development efforts recently seem
to be centered around complementary items designed to “round out”
the meal rather than serve as its
basis. For example, Unilever-owned
P.F. Chang’s Home Menu (www.
pfchangshomemenu.com), Englewood Cliffs, N.J., followed up its
fall rollout of a line of noodle-based
skillet meals for two with a collection of frozen appetizers, reports
senior brand manager Rachel Porges,

sluggish economic recovery,
Ruiz recently added mini tacos
increased competition from
to its snack bag line to give
both within and outside the
consumers even more choices.
frozen department and price inflation that’s pushing retails past the
point many consumers are willing
home meal options,” according to
to pay are having a chilling effect on
Kim Ruiz-Beck, chairman of Dinuba,
the frozen dinners/entrees category.
Calif.-based Ruiz Food Products
Supermarket dol(www.elmonterey.com), maker of
lar sales in the 12
the El Monterey brand. To give them
weeks ended May
even more choices, the company
13 were down 3.7%
recently added mini tacos to its snack
to $1.36 billion
bag line. It also introduced lunch
compared with
bag-friendly single-serve burritos
the same year-ago period, while unit who believes innovations “outside
(previously available only in famsales tumbled 7.0% to 518.7 million,
the center of the plate” can help grow ily packs) and supreme burritos and
according to Chicago-based market
reintroduced its family-size enchilada
the category.
research firm SymphonyIRI Group.
But sometimes those non-entree
entrees, now in consumer-preferred
Despite double-digit declines by
line extensions are more than just
32-ounce packages.
Nos. 1 and 3, Stouffer’s
SMALLER MEALS
and Banquet, modest
gains by better-for-you
Manufacturers are also tapping
brands like Weight
into the trend toward smaller,
Watchers Smart Ones,
lighter meals. For example,
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine
Bertolli (www.villabertolli.
and Healthy Choice
com), another Unilever brand,
helped limit overall losses
recently added meal soups for
in the single-serve segtwo to its offerings.
ment, down just 1.7% from
Some companies are worklast year to $778.6 miling to broaden the appeal of
lion. However, the news
their frozen meals. Union,
wasn’t quite as good in the
N.J.-based Deep Foods (www.
hand-held subcategory,
tandoorchef.com) recently
where even the promise of
obtained Halal certification
portability — and a 6.2%
for its Tandoor Chef brand
To appeal to a wider group of consumers, Tandoor
gain by top-seller Hot
chicken and lamb dishes, and
Chef recently obtained Halal certification for many
Pockets — wasn’t enough
it’s adding Halal-certified lamb
of its chicken and lamb entrees, and it’s adding
to prevent a 3.3% decline
samosas to its mix as well,
more vegetarian options.
to $288.9 million.
according to Mike Ryan, sales
But the real clinker was the multi- meal complements; they are the
and marketing vp. “Halal gives us
serve segment where dollar sales
meal. “Consumers in search of less
the opportunity to better serve our
tumbled 8.9% to $292.6 million and
costly alternatives have turned to
base and gives us access to an adeight of the top 10 brands saw sales
frozen snacks...as inexpensive atditional audience that was interested

Non-entree line extensions
are often more than just meal
complements; they are the meal.
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in our product but was unable to
enjoy it prior to our certification,” he
explains, citing America’s growing
Muslim population.
For it vegetarian customers, Tandoor Chef is also adding malai kofta
(vegetarian meatballs) to its assortment, expanding options for another
group of underserved consumers.

DON’T OVER-PROMOTE
Although the volume of frozen
dinner/entree sales sold with merchandising support during the most
recent 12 weeks remained the same
as a year-ago—48.9%—retailers say
deep, short-term promotions have
hurt the category because they train
consumers now more interested in
specific varieties than specific brands
to hold out for that rock-bottom
price point.
“Deep discounts are a great way
to drive trial, especially when there’s
‘news’ — a new product, a reformulation, easier preparation, etc.,” says

Ruiz-Beck. “But they have to be done
with a specific strategy in mind, not
simply to drive more sales.”
Retailers add that more moderate
savings offered for a longer period
of time would eliminate some of the
risks associated with deep discounting and do more to build the store’s
reputation for reasonable prices.
Other promotional strategies that
work include offering multiple
brands on sale at the same time
rather than a different brand each
week, and promoting higher-end
brands during the first week of the
month and value-priced options during the last.
Cross-merchandising represents
another effective sales strategy, especially for center-of-the-plate products that require additional items to
create a complete meal. For example,
says Porges, Unilever often pairs its
Bertolli or P.F. Chang’s skillet meals
with one of its ice cream products (it
owns the Breyer’s, Ben & Jerry’s and

FROZEN DINNERS/ENTREES

Supermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended May 13, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI
Group, the Chicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same
period a year ago. Data is for the brands as originally trademarked and may not
include line extensions.
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES
% CHG VOLUME
% CHG
SING..-SRV. DINS./ENTRS. $778,613,800
(1.7) 349,260,200
(6.2) 222,911,600
(5.0)
Stouffer’s
$88,216,100
(12.2)
31,968,470
(19.8) 24,208,650
(16.1)
Wght. Watchers Smt. Ones $66,521,220
2.3
29,914,500
(2.0) 17,842,040
(0.9)
Marie Callender’s
$54,703,030
5.5
20,284,230
4.0 17,720,790
6.4
Banquet
$50,299,430
(16.6)
48,378,610
(20.6) 25,227,670
(20.4)
Stouffer’s Lean Csne. Smpl. Favs. $42,855,280
61.5
18,472,070
56.8 11,194,860
55.8
Healthy Choice
$28,228,800
14.6
12,186,220
12.4 7,159,974
14.6
Hungry Man
$23,568,940
(24.9)
8,685,290
(22.1) 8,762,404
(22.2)
Wght. Watchers Bistro Selct. $20,986,510
(12.9)
8,041,720
(17.7) 4,684,662
(17.9)
Hlthy. Choice Café Steamers $19,977,990
(39.1)
7,350,114
(37.8) 4,679,830
(37.8)
Stouffer’s Lean Csne. Café Csne. $12,034,260
(70.8)
4,341,523
(73.5) 2,354,907
(74.1)
MULTI-SERVE DIN./ENTRS. $292,632,200
(8.9) 50,750,960
(14.9) 100,098,000
(12.8)
Stouffer’s
$96,511,150
(3.3)
13,247,030
(11.4) 37,561,080
(10.2)
Birds Eye Voila!
$33,651,400
(0.6)
7,723,275
(8.8) 11,546,620
(5.2)
Bertolli
$27,628,620
(5.3)
4,300,873
(4.3) 6,467,937
(4.4)
P.F. Chang’s Home Menu
$19,666,180
3.2
2,417,155
5.4 3,323,600
5.4
Private Label
$13,809,660
(14.6)
1,998,852
(22.7) 4,848,963
(12.7)
Marie Callender’s
$10,039,710
(22.3)
1,706,410
(43.2) 3,302,989
(31.5)
Gourmet Dining
$7,854,274
7.0
1,544,845
9.4 2,912,024
9.5
On-Cor Traditionals
$7,510,508
(12.6)
2,977,851
(18.0) 5,263,564
(17.9)
Banquet
$7,432,893
(1.7)
2,596,958
(10.3) 4,299,046
(11.5)
On-Cor Classics
$5,153,121
(34.2)
1,595,889
(39.1) 2,783,338
(39.5)
HNDHL.D ENTRS. (NON-BRKFST.) $288,881,000
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(3.3)

118,670,900

(5.9) 86,999,760

(3.8)

Magnum brands). By putting them
together in one display, “Consumers
can conveniently pick up a meal solution all at once, rather than spending
time touring the aisles. The key is to
find the right fit for the consumer

Retailers say deep,
short-term promotions
have hurt the category.
and make the products complementary,” says Porges.
New research from the Innovation
Center for U.S. Dairy, Rosemont, Ill.,
suggests such displays can be even
more valuable if made a permanent
part of a retailer’s strategy. During
a 16-week pilot program, six chains
tested the effectiveness of “ongoing”
meal solution displays that included
both recipes and ingredients for a
rotating menu of dishes. The displays
drove a 19.2% increase in units sold
and a 20.5% increase in dollar sales
— without promotional pricing or
any additional marketing support— according to a summary
of the results. Although the “meal
solution stations” in this particular program included dairy
and other refrigerated products,
frozen meal displays would likely
be just as effective.
In the absence of meal solution displays that combine meal
components in a single location,
retailers can still group complementary products together
in weekly circulars, in-store
magazines and advertisements.
Cross-couponing also works
well — for both complementary
products and similar products in
different forms. New Gloucester,
Maine-based Pineland Farms
Natural Meats (www.pineland
naturalmeats.com) likes to offer
coupons for its frozen all-natural
beef meals on packages of fresh
all-natural beef. “I think coupons
are best for getting ‘first timers’
to pick up the product and give it
a try,” says director of marketing
Alicia Depatsy. n

Use no
no.. 77
FOR

the BEST TASTING,

TENDER MOMENTS...

...WHETHER A CAKE FOR A
SPECIAL OCCASION or cookies
“just because.” A savory breakfast
on the weekend or a power-packed
snack for a busy summer day, our
All Natural, Omega-3, Organic
Brown and Hard-Boiled eggs have
the farm-fresh flavor and the go-to
convenience to make moments like
these great. Make sure you have
Great Day Farms in your dairy and
deli sections.

...MADE POSSIBLE BY THE EGG.

Find us on Facebook or learn more about
us online at www.GreatDayFarms.com
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SPOTLIGHT: ICE CREAM

Ice Cream
Dollars Up,

Units Down
But Greek frozen yogurt and other
better-for-you options — as well as
snack-size minis — are helping melt
resistance to higher prices.
by Denise Leathers

T

hanks to higher costs for
everything from raw ingredients to cold storage, ice cream
and frozen novelties prices are rising
even faster than prices for frozen
foods in general, leading consum-

Mars has launched Milky Way Minis
containing just 80 calories per bar
for consumers seeking a lowercalorie option.

ers to cut back on purchases. As a
result, unit sales fell in five of six ice
cream and frozen novelties subcategories in the 12 weeks ended May
13, reports Chicago-based market
research firm SymphonyIRI Group.
The ice cream/sherbet category
saw supermarket dollar sales expand
2.0% to $968.0 million while unit
sales fell 3.5% to 265.1 million. Similarly, the frozen novelties category
posted a 1.6% dollar sales gain (to
$630.9 million), but units slid 2.9% to
197.2 million. Among the top 10 ice
cream brands, only Blue Bell, Ben &
Jerry’s and Turkey Hill managed both
dollar and unit gains. And except for
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No. 4, Dreyer’s/Edy’s, all of the top
performers in the frozen novelties
segment were in the second tier, including Klondike, Popsicle, Blue Bell
and Magnum.
Outside of those two subcategories, most of the big gainers were in
the better-for-you frozen yogurt/tofu
segment, where dollar and unit sales
jumped 15.2% and 14.7%, respectively,
thanks in large part to private label’s
strong performance. The other driver
behind the subcategory’s recent success was the introduction of Greek
frozen yogurts by Ben & Jerry’s,
Stonyfield (Oikos), and others.
“Ice cream will always be
the biggest player, but frozen
yogurt is definitely on the rise
as consumers seek out healthier
alternatives,” says Mirek Boruta,
brand manager at Londonderry,
N.H.-based Stonyfield Farm (www.
stonyfield.com). But Greek frozen
yogurt is in a class by itself when it
comes to better-for-you, thanks to
its high-protein, low-fat nutritional
profile. Stonyfield introduced its fourSKU Oikos Organic lineup, billed as
the first nationally available organic
frozen Greek yogurt collection, last
August, adding two additional flavors
— Superfruits (acai, pomegranate
and raspberry) and Peach Mango —
this past May.
Although Boruta doesn’t think
Greek will grab as big a share of the
frozen yogurt category as it did in
the refrigerated yogurt category,
he believes it will have a significant
impact. “Currently, most retailers
only carry two different Greek frozen
yogurt brands. But as awareness increases, consumers will expect more
differentiated products,” he says. So
retailers that want to stay ahead of
the trend should look at expanding
their assortments now.
Retailers should also consider adding more frozen fruit items to their
mix, says Bob Carmody, president
of Chicago-based Diana’s Bananas
(www.dianasbananas.com). “Given
the interest in better-for-you, the lack
of real frozen fruit products really
baffles me,” he remarks. To broaden

the appeal of Diana’s Bananas, the
company recently reformulated its
dark chocolate coating, making it
both vegan and dairy-free. Although
the dairy-free segment is still very
small, it’s definitely growing, with
almond- , coconut- and even hempbased frozen desserts finding space in
many retailers’ freezers.
Although the sherbet/sorbet/ices
subcategory has struggled recently,
manufacturers think its reputation
as a better-for-you alternative to ice
cream will help it pull through. But,
they admit there’s still work to be

When it comes to dessert,
many consumers are unwilling
to compromise on taste.
done. “A lot of the ‘healthy’ ices and
sorbets out there now have a bland
mouth feel and taste just awful,” says
James Nicholas, president of Odessa,
Fla.-based Island Way Sorbet (www.
islandwaysorbet.com). In addition,
sorbet is often thought of primarily as a summertime treat, limiting
opportunities for promotion. To give
the product more year-round appeal,
Island Way is developing a caramel,
apple-inspired variety of its singleserve desserts.

WANT THE REAL THING
While better-for-you is big, when
it comes to dessert, many consumers are unwilling to compromise
on taste, opting instead for smaller
portions of the real thing rather than
reduced-fat or -calorie versions that
fail to satisfy. Although single-serves
that take the guesswork out of portion control have been gaining shelf
space for years, many manufacturers
are now introducing snack- or bitesize versions of popular items as well.
For example, Hackettstown, N.J.based Mars Ice Cream (www.mars.
com) recently expanded its chocolate
candy-inspired line of single-serve
ice cream bars with a new Milky Way
variety. But for consumers who want
a lower-calorie option, it also introduced Milky Way Minis with just 80

SPOTLIGHT: ICE CREAM
calories apiece. “We’ve seen growth
in frozen novelties during the past
several summers as consumers reach
for portion-controlled offerings that
are fun and easy to eat,” says Craig
Hall, Mars general manager.
Carmody says Diana’s Bananas has
been asked by retailers to develop a
bite-size version of its product as well,
expected to be available by early 2013.
For every consumer in search of
a better-for-you alternative, there’s
another one looking for the most
decadent, indulgent dessert they can
get their hands on. For those shoppers, Conestoga, Pa.-based Turkey
Hill (www.turkeyhill.com) recently
launched a new line called, aptly

A study warns against
eliminating top sellers
in the quest for brand
consolidation.
enough, Stuff’d. The collection was
developed “for consumers looking for
fun flavors with a lot of extra inclusion that we don’t currently offer in
our premium ice cream line,” says
Colin Wright, senior trade relations
coordinator. The first three offerings
are Junior Mints, Moose Tracks and
Double Cookies ‘n Cream.
Turkey Hill also supports a robust
limited-edition program that gives
retailers an opportunity to create
excitement in the category without
having to give it extra space. It’s also a
great way for Turkey Hill to test-market new flavors, says Wright. Upcoming limited-edition flavors include
Deep Dark Chocolate (August) and
Whoopie Pie (September).
While some manufacturers think
more facings of fewer brands would
help remaining products stand out
better and move faster, a late 2010
analysis by Mars warns against
eliminating top sellers in the quest
for brand consolidation. “The study
showed that consumers were 27%
more likely to buy from an assortment of the category’s top sellers than
from a single manufacturer’s exclusive set. In fact, it revealed that 28%
of ice cream consumers will leave the
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category and 11% will leave the store
Hill’s Wright.
if the retailer doesn’t have the item
Nicholas likes the idea of a sepathey’re looking for,” says Hall.
rate freezer for new or innovative
But that doesn’t mean retailers’
items. “I think that works better
assortments couldn’t use a little
than a BOGO or TPR strategy where
tweaking. “There’s not enough difconsumers get conditioned to look
ferentiation between
only for what’s on
products...so conspecial,” he says.
In the main secsumers can always
tion, Hall believes
find something on
brand blocking
deal,” says Nicholas,
is the way to
who wonders how
go. “Consumers
many varieties of
are attracted to
vanilla ice cream
familiar ‘faces’,” he
one store really
Turkey Hill’s new Stuff’d line
explains. “Blockneeds. In order to
was developed for shoppers
ing a brand’s items
stand out from the
looking for fun flavors with a
together creates
crowd, vendors are
lot of extra inclusion.
the immediate
forced to promote
recognition that
heavily. And while
turns into a retail sale.”
major players with deep pockets can
Retailers should also take advando that indefinitely, smaller manufacturers are often driven out, depriving tage of opportunities to drive shoppers in other parts of the store to the
shoppers of some of the best quality
frozen department. For example, says
products in the marketplace.
Boruta, shelf talkers in the refriger“The only way to reverse the trend
is to limit promotional frequency and ated Greek yogurt section could help
build awareness of Greek frozen
depth, giving all ice cream manufacyogurt. But signage in the candy aisle
turers equal opportunities to procould do the same thing for ice cream
mote, and to have some periods with
no promotional activity as an indica- bars, and in the produce section for
frozen bananas, and so on. n
tor of brand strength,” says Turkey

ICE CREAM & NOVELTIES

Supermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended May 13, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI
Group, the Chicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same
period a year ago. Data is for the brands as originally trademarked and may not
include line extensions.
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
ICE CREAM/SHERBET
$968,034,500
2.0 265,081,300 (3.5) 809,626,000 (3.6)
Ice Cream
$871,731,100
1.4 236,337,000 (4.4) 741,432,600 (4.1)
Private Label
$222,153,000
2.1
67,766,990
(0.7) 270,326,500
(1.5)
Breyer’s
$81,789,140 (12.8)
21,273,410 (21.6) 63,540,700 (21.8)
Blue Bell
$74,691,770
8.4
18,378,550
4.1 54,286,240
2.0
Häagen-Dazs
$52,898,600
2.3
12,104,820
(8.9)
12,108,610
(7.2)
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Slowchurned
$51,732,980
(9.7)
12,465,380 (18.8)
37,427,020 (18.7)
Frozen Yogurt/Tofu
$55,104,750
15.2 14,691,360
14.7 36,191,530
6.9
Sherbet/Sorbet/Ices
$41,198,690
(0.3) 14,052,940 (5.3) 32,001,910 (2.5)
FROZEN NOVELTIES
$630,861,400
1.6 197,212,000 (2.9) 265,404,600 (3.7)
Frozen Novelties
$578,580,300
2.9 187,425,200 (1.8) 238,153,500 (2.3)
Private Label
$76,224,140
(0.7)
28,385,640
(6.2)
52,715,290 (5.6)
The Skinny Cow
$40,100,610
(5.9)
10,129,750 (13.3) 10,877,650 (6.4)
Weight Watchers
$38,560,540
(7.8)
8,607,744 (10.5)
9,872,405 (13.1)
Dreyer’s/Edy’s
$36,400,700
6.1
9,180,028
1.0
9,816,189 (2.2)
Nestlé Drumstick
$34,597,420
0.6
7,161,744 (12.0)
11,781,320
(8.1)
Ice Cream/Ice Milk Desserts $40,023,700
(9.4)
3,040,092 (31.6)
7,937,234 (9.2)
Ice Pop Novelties
$12,257,440 (15.1)
6,746,713 (12.9) 19,313,830 (16.4)

SPOTLIGHT: PIZZA

BIG BRANDS
SLOW PIZZA
Nestlé has five of the top 10 frozen pizza brands, but four showed
declines, including category leader
DiGiorno – down by 13.2%. Time for
space-to-sales analysis?
BY DENISE LEATHERS

N

estlé has not had an easy
time of it since buying Kraft’s
frozen pizza brands early in
2010. Its poor showing — and soft
sales by several other big brands as
well — continue to drag down the
frozen pizza category. The bright
spots in supermarket sales have been
private label (up 7.4%), Schwan’s Red
Baron (up 7.1%)
and smaller
hot brands in
the 12 weeks
ended May
13, according to

haven’t helped any, either. Category
sales in the 12-week period slipped
5.9% although frozen pizza crusts
and dough skyrocketed 71.3% off a
very small base.
“Products at the premium and
value ends of the category continue
to grow, while middle-market products that are neither the best quality nor the least expensive continue
to get squeezed,” says Giacomo
Fallucca, president and CEO of
Milwaukee-based Palermo's (www.
palermospizza.com).

(www.janesdoughpizza.com), recently debuted a new superpremium line.
Offered in five all-natural multi-grain
flatbread flavors featuring rBST-free
cheeses and “best quality” nitrateand preservative-free toppings,
the Sonoma Flatbreads by Donatos

FAST ACTION NEEDED
With much of their attention focused
on pricing challenges from delivery giants like Domino’s, “Retailers
and manufacturers haven’t kept
the category relevant to consumers
with the kinds of unique products
that restaurants are already offering,” says Peter Cokinos, senior vp
of sales and marketing at Elk Grove
Village, Ill.-based Little Lady Foods
(www.littleladyfoods.com). “A lot of
chains want data to prove that a new
variety will succeed. But if we wait
for data, it’s too late. Retailers need to
bring unique trends to the category
quickly. That lack of innovation in
flavors and crusts is what’s holding us
back right now.”
In an effort
to turn things
around, many
manufacturers are
developing
unique new items intended
to bring excitement to the
category. But while DiGiorno,
Red Baron and a handful of
store brands try to beat delivery at
its own game by introducing twoitem “pizza and...” products (with
breadsticks, wings, cookies, etc.),
others are focusing on higher-end
items with innovative toppings and
crusts and better-for-you attributes
like gluten-free and all-natural.
To follow up its spring rollout
of Fresh Bake by Donatos, a line of
take-and-bake refrigerated pizzas,
Columbus, Ohio-based Jane’s Dough

Little Lady Foods recently began
producing an all-natural line of handtossed, crispy-crust pizzas, baked in
its brick ovens. The Buffalo Chicken
flavor is shown here.

lineup also includes three gluten-free
varieties, reports general manager
Alan Hoover. “Consumers looking
for gluten-free alternatives can finally
find them in the deli case,” he adds.
On the frozen side, Palermo’s is
expanding its ultra-thin offerings,

‘A lot of chains want data to prove
that a new variety will succeed.
But if we wait for data, it’s too late.’

SymphonyIRI Group, the Chicagobased market research firm.
Of course, heavy price pressure
from takeout and delivery and
an unusually warm spring that
kept consumers out of the kitchen
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adding both Sicilian (with grande
pepperoni, Capicola ham and Genoa
salami) and Spinach, Bacon & Feta
varieties to its Primo Thin lineup. The
new items are designed to boost appeal among “maturing adult consumers” who under-index on frozen pizza
purchases. The company also added
two “family-friendly” varieties —
Meat Lovers and Philly Style Cheese
Steak — to its Hand-Tossed Style collection, tapping into growing demand
for a more pizzeria-type crust.
“Thin crusts have been incredibly
popular for the past five to seven
years,” says Cokinos, “but middle-

With sales this hot, your cashiers
might Want to put on oven mitts.
+11.8%

value
-1.5%

mainstream
- 6.3%

premium
+1.3%

2011 Frozen pizza growth
There’s one brand of frozen pizza that continues to be
a hot seller in the freezer section. Palermo’s. No one
is more passionate about great pizza. Our obsession
with the details, big and small, makes Palermo’s the
perfect choice for pizza lovers. It’s no wonder we’re
helping retailers increase frozen pizza sales.
To find out how to share in this remarkable growth
and fire up your category sales, call Don Ostergren,
our VP of Sales, at 800-800-7912.
Visit us online at stockpalermos.com

© Palermo Villa Inc. 2012
*Nielsen NITRO Total U.S. Food $2MM+ for the 52 weeks ending 12/24/2011

SPOTLIGHT: PIZZA

Palermo’s is expanding its ultrathin offerings, adding new
varieties to its Primo Thin lineup.
The new items are designed to
boost appeal among “maturing
adult consumers” who under-index
on frozen pizza purchases.

weight, pizzeria-style crusts — often
called hand-tossed — that are crispy
on the bottom and soft in the
middle are gaining ground in
foodservice. I expect that trend
to carry over to retail.” To cash
in on the shift, he continues,
Little Lady Foods recently
began producing an all-natural
line of hand-tossed, crispy-crust
pizzas, baked in its brick ovens.

JOINING THE ACTION
Major brands are also getting in
on the hand-tossed trend. For
example, Schwan’s-owned Red
Baron (www.redbaron.com),
Bloomington, Minn., recently
debuted a four-item handtossed collection under its new
premium sub-brand Baron’s
Best. The new sub-brand also
includes a four-flavor pan pizza
collection.
Just as important as crust
type is toppings, but most manufacturers say retailers carry
too many plains and pepperonis
and not enough of the unique
flavors often found in restaurants. “There’s far too much
duplication in the category,” says
Cokinos.
Of course, many retailers are
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reluctant to add untested varieties.
So Cokinos suggests an in-and-out
program that allows retailers to try
out on-trend varieties. “Retailers have
to move quickly to get hot items into
their sets and then, when that trend
fades, get the next big thing onto
the shelves,” he explains. “People are
looking for unique toppings, but if
they can’t find them in the frozen
section, they’ll get them in pizzerias.” He adds that two of Little
Lady Foods’ private label partners
recently tested a limited-edition
program, which produced doubledigits gains in both retailers’ store
brand sales.

SPACE TO SALES
In addition to flavor assortment, the
brand mix at many chains could also
use some tweaking. “Smaller ‘craft’
brands continue to grow and gain
market share at the expense of many

national brands,” says Fallucca, citing significant growth by Newman’s
Own, Amy’s and others. To create
space for smaller, up-and-coming
brands that bring both excitement
and incremental sales, “Retailers
should examine the space-to-sales
performance of national brand line

‘How about a poster
in produce that says,
‘Be sure to pick up a
free 2-liter soda with
your frozen pizza’?’
extensions,” he explains. “DiGiorno
is still the most powerful brand, but
make sure only the most important
SKUs are featured while less effective
SKUs are removed.”
Given its position as category

FROZEN & REFRIGERATED PIZZA
Supermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended May 13, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI
Group, the Chicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the
same period a year ago. Data is for the brands as originally trademarked and may
not include line extensions. Frozen brands with sales under $100,000 not listed.
Refrigerated pizza brands available by e-mailing warren@fdbuyer.com.
CATEGORY
$ SALES
% CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
FROZEN PIZZA
$649,258,500
(5.7) 206,746,800
(8.3) 198,409,500
(8.3)
FROZEN PIZZA
$645,313,100
(5.9) 205,426,500
(8.6) 196,956,200
(8.6)
DiGiorno
$134,504,800
(13.2)
24,372,890
(14.0)
36,893,570
(16.1)
Private Label
$70,143,700
7.4
27,120,000
2.7
25,169,350
(1.3)
Red Baron
$60,383,150
7.1
15,548,690
7.8
19,796,450
14.4
Tombstone
$46,173,420
(8.0)
12,169,890
(12.8)
16,720,020
(12.6)
Totino’s Party Pizza $35,832,600
(11.1)
27,118,180
(15.9)
17,681,440
(15.9)
Jack’s Original
$28,057,800
2.5
9,637,752
(0.8)
10,295,260
(0.8)
California Pizza Kitchen $24,932,750
(22.8)
4,917,564
(23.8)
3,709,062
(20.3)
Freschetta
$24,808,040
(26.2)
4,829,202
(23.8)
6,980,576
(20.8)
Tony’s
$17,081,040
(31.8)
8,012,712
(36.7)
6,572,189
(37.2)
Stouffer’s
$16,271,180
(8.0)
5,648,575
(14.2)
4,225,333
(14.3)
FRZ. PIZZA CRSTS./DGH. $3,945,403
71.3
1,320,267
53.4
1,453,267
38.9
Private Label
$824,631
1,293.7
291,719
692.5
337,890
803.9
Udi’s
$777,558
129.7
151,666
133.8
75,833
133.8
Freschetta
$382,240 3,065,178.8
94,129 3,137,543.0
57,071 3,137,542.9
Kinnikinnick Foods
$296,109
(3.8)
35,296
(10.9)
46,326
(10.8)
Tiseo
$165,946
12.4
96,347
14.4
96,347
14.4
House of Pasta
$160,799
(5.5)
60,633
(6.6)
121,266
(6.6)
Calise & Sons Bakery
$134,667
(0.7)
90,605
0.0
90,605
0.0
Stefano’s
$112,171
(7.9)
63,134
(10.6)
63,134
(10.6)
RFG PIZZA
$52,496,170
(6.4)
13,746,390
(5.9)
17,703,350
(9.8)
PIZZA/PIZZA KITS $32,110,810
(11.5)
6,144,328
(13.1)
10,477,720
(15.9)
PIZZA CRSTS./DGH. $20,385,360
2.8
7,602,065
0.8
7,225,627
0.9

leader, DiGiorno should be placed in
the middle of the frozen pizza section
rather than at either end so buyers
are forced to pass at least half of the
category on their way to pick it up,
says Fallucca. Premium products
should be right beside the top seller,
with price-driven items at the end of
the row.
Unfortunately, says Cokinos, many
consumers never venture down the
frozen aisle, so even smart merchandising won’t always get the sale. “But
if you give frozen pizza display space
on an endcap, consumers will buy it.
Pizza is such an impulse purchase,”
he adds. “Sure, retailers could give
that display space to frozen vegetables, but that’s not an impulse purchase. Vegetables are already on the
shopping list. But if they put pizza in
that space, it’s an incremental sale,
an extra $5 purchase.”
Displays are equally important in
the deli section where Hoover says
colorful, well-organized take-andbake pizza centers can make a world

of difference. Although Kroger
and Walmart both do an exceptional job, “I see so many boring
and sterile displays,” he remarks.
“Retailers have to make the section compelling and exciting so
it looks like they’re serious about
selling pizza. They need to think
like a restaurant!”
The other key to pizza category
growth is bundling with complementary products like soda or
bread sticks — just like delivery.
“Consumers don’t think they’re
getting the same value from a grocery store pizza as they are from
Domino’s with pizza and a free
2-liter pop,” says Cokinos. “That’s
why we’re seeing such massive
declines at retail.”
While the jury’s still out on
dual-item “pizza and...” products, free
add-ons, pay-one-price meal deals
and other multi-product promotions
can achieve the same result. And
while merchandising complementary items together can be difficult,

Custom Pizza Manufacturing Since 1967

over 250,000,000 pizzas made…
& still counting
Private Label

•

Frozen

•

Service Deli

•

Food Service

For over 44 years S.A. Piazza has been producing custom solutions for our clients. We
manufacture a full range of frozen and refrigerated pizza products for your deli and private
label programs—from value, to NBE to premium tier. S.A. Piazza has the experience and the
creativity to help you maximize the profits on your private label pizza and deli programs.
Please contact us today to learn more about how we can exceed your goals.

Fresh Bake by Donatos (Jane’s Dough)
has been performing well in the deli,
where ‘colorful, well-organized takeand-bake pizza centers can make a
world of difference.’ The company has
added new superpremium varieties.

Cokinos says retailers can use ads,
flyers, signage and other tools to tie
them together. Since produce is many
shoppers’ first stop, “How about
starting with a poster there that says,
‘Be sure to pick up a free 2-liter soda
with your frozen pizza’?” he asks. n

LOGISTICS

WHAT? I NEED
INSURANCE??
Some warehouse operators don’t explain to their customers who is responsible in the event of damages or
disputes. Others are blissfully ignorant themselves.
Here’s what you need to know, and why.
BY DAN RAFTERY

I

f warehouse customers ask who is responsible for
damages in case trouble arises, or who actually owns
disputed property you are storing, you can just tell
them that everything is printed out on their receipt.
Right?
Wrong. Emphatically wrong. That’s the
word from three experts speaking about the
topic at the recent convention of the International Association of Refrigerated Warehouses
in Tucson.
In fact, damage insurance coverage ⎯ or
lack thereof ⎯ is just the tip of the iceberg,
according to Joe Howard, senior vp, Lockton
Companies LLC (www.lockton.com), Kansas City, Mo. “General insurance exclusions,
insurance triggers, pollutants and refrigerant
exclusions, change in temperature exclusions,
etc., may exist in policies on both the PRW
(public refrigerated warehouse) operator’s side
and on the customer’s side,” he says.

SPELL IT OUT!
How much information should be discussed? How much
is too much? Advice from the conference speakers was
pretty straightforward. “You either spell it all out in detail
at the beginning of the relationship or risk consequences

PRW operator. These conversations can be tricky. One
person from the audience suggested tactfully letting
the big customer know that an extra charge would be
involved.
In addition to keeping expectations in line, PRW operators and their customers need to be careful about the
actual procedure taken when an insurance claim is made.
In an ideal scenario where product damage happens, the
PRW and the customer each call their own insurance
agents and the insurance companies work it out. Everyone is happy.
All too often, however, an insurance carrier isn’t called
until the product has been destroyed and the carrier cannot inspect the physical property. The problem: They may
want a partial recovery via salvage. “A lot of options and
claimant rights can be lost with a late call,” says Howard.
In some of the worst cases, the PRW calls the customer

‘Sales people need to get
over the fear of turning off
a prospective customer by
‘un-sexy’ subjects like who
is responsible for insuring
product, what conditions
are covered and excluded.’
— Joe Howard
rather than their insurance carrier and learns that the
customer has no coverage or that some exclusion prevents coverage of this claim. Things get ugly fast. The
customer gets ticked and takes their business to another
warehouse.
“We deal with this far too often,” notes Phipps “simply
because the customer was not told,
up front, details about the coverage. ”
“Smaller customers may be bigger
losers, because they often assume
the PRW’s warehouse liability certificate means coverage,” says Howard.
Many of them have no insurance on
their side, so when they get into a
disaster situation and learn it is excluded, they lose.

General insurance exclusions, insurance triggers,
pollutants and refrigerant exclusions, change
in temperature exclusions, etc., may exist in
policies on both the PRW’s and customer’s side.
with the customer if the customer’s expectations don’t
match reality in a disaster event,” says Connie Phipps, vp
of Lockton.
“Sales people need to get over the fear of turning off
a prospective customer by ‘un-sexy’ subjects like who is
responsible for insuring product, what conditions are covered and excluded,” adds Howard. And “turn-offs” need to
be discussed location by location, if the coverage varies.
Major customers may try to push all liability onto the
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SHELF LIFE ISSUES
You don’t need a disaster to have an insurance claim
problem. Product shelf life expiration can be the trigger
for a claim, especially with some of the new organic, short
shelf-life products. Even PRWs with the best rotation
practices can run into cost of expiry issues.
Then there’s the insurance adjusters “gotcha” to watch

CASH
MACHINE
The world’s most advanced shipping platform doesn’t just deliver products—it also delivers
savings. Big savings—as much as $2 per unitized load, putting millions of dollars on the
bottom lines of leading companies throughout North America. Lower transport costs, more
product per pallet, less production downtime and reduced product damage add up to bigger
profits, delivered daily.
Making the switch to iGPS is simple and fast, and the savings start right away. Learn how
to ship out and cash in by calling 800-884-0225 or visiting igps.net

©iGPS 2012

The most innovative companies ship on iGPS

LOGISTICS
out for. Some PRWs may think they are extra-serviceminded by cutting a check to the customer out of “goodwill” before the insurance company settles the claim. The
insurance company, however, might think the PRW is
accepting liability with this check and deny their claim.
Caution and patience is the recommendation here ⎯ wait

for the check from the insurance company before cutting
one to the customer.
Here’s another quandary raised at the IARW conference ⎯ navigating conflicting claims on inventory ownership. Customer A sells products to Customer B while
the inventory sits in your PRW facility. Before you can
ship it, Customer A calls and says, “Don’t ship. Customer
B didn’t pay.” “Best thing to do,” according to John Horvath, attorney, Horvath & Weaver, P.C. (www.hlpc-law.
com), Chicago, “is not release to either A or B. Get a court
order or a written agreement signed by both parties saying to which one you can release the inventory.” Horvath
notes that Customer B could file a claim if you bow to
pressure from A and transfer title back to A.
“Many states have interpleader actions,” says Horvath
“where the courts can be asked to decide title ownership and terms and conditions under which you can be
reimbursed for your expenses in filing the interpleader
including your attorney’s fees.”
Since these ownership disputes can drag on, the product you are holding could age close to or beyond its expiration date. In that case, Horvath suggests threatening to
enforce your lien by selling the inventory as distressed.
“This should get the two sides to settle one way or another,” says Horvath.

CONFLICTING LANGUAGE
“Watch out for conflicting language on terms and conditions,” warns Horvath. When the customer agreement
and the PRW contract differ, the customer’s language will
often prevail.
Indemnity and hold-harmless clauses can also turn out
to be very costly in court when they are found to apply to
loss or damage to customer products. “In some instances,
a provision requiring the PRW to indemnify and hold the
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customer harmless from all loss or damage to the customer’s product caused by negligence of warehouse, its
employees and agents may be found to defeat any limitation of liability provision in the PRW’s storage agreement,” says Horvath. “The court could require payment
at full value, for example.” This could be the difference
between a $3 million claim and a $700,000 claim.
“Get rid of the word ‘indemnify’ in the standard of care
provisions of your contracts and limit your indemnification obligations to claims by third parties,” says Horvath.
Bad language in customer agreements could even lead
to a warehouse being liable for damage caused by Acts of
God. Horvath suggests reviewing your customer agreement language with someone who is very experienced
with these contracts on a regular basis.
Electronic warehouse receipts are increasingly popular
because they save trees, but you need to know what you
are doing to protect your terms and conditions. Faxes and
e-mails, for example, may only transmit the front side of
the receipt when the terms and conditions are printed on
the backside.
“Courts are reluctant to enforce unseen terms and
conditions clauses,” says Horvath. He adds that there are
several methods that PRWs can use to issue warehouse
receipts electronically and ensure that their storage terms
and conditions will be enforceable.

PROTECT LIEN RIGHTS
The issue of customer bankruptcy can be at least partially
mitigated with strong language enforcing your right to a
lien. “Your lien is one of the most important things to have
in your agreements with your customers,” says Horvath,
“because it makes sure that you
not only get paid what is owed
to you if a customer files for
bankruptcy protection, it also
protects you from preferential
transfer problems on payments
made 90 days prior to filing.”
Without that lien protection,
you could be required by the
courts to return payments you
received from your customer
within 90 days prior to the date
it filed bankruptcy as preferential transfers and you will be
paid later ⎯ much later ⎯ only
as an unsecured creditor for your charges for services
prior to the customer filing bankruptcy.
Horvath says there are many resources, articles and
templates posted on the IARW Web site (www.iarw.org)
which could help PRWs navigate the choppy waters of
customer storage agreements. n

Bad language
in customer
agreements
could even lead
to a warehouse
being liable for
damage caused
by Acts of God.

Dan Raftery is president of Raftery Resource Network
and a trumpet hobbyist. He can be reached at Dan@
RafteryNet.com.
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Most of your time will be spent in one-on-one
business meetings with the companies of your choice. The
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GETTING PERSONAL

CHAMPION’S
WRESTLING CHAMPION

Champion Foods’ Jon Newsom began wrestling at age 4,
and is now training for an Ironman Triathlon.

M

ost people don’t know that Jon Newsom,
national sales director of New Boston, Mich.based Champion Foods, was a wrestling standout in high school and at the University of Michigan.
He’s run 11 marathons, and is now training for an
Ironman Triathlon.

When did you start wrestling? When I was four. I’m
the middle one of three brothers, and we all wrestled.
My dad used to take us to regional and national wrestling tournaments all over the country. When
my older brother was competing, I had to tag
along, so I began competing when I was four.

Four? Yes. Believe it or not, they have weight

classes for that age group, under the Amateur
Athletic Union. My brothers and I had 321
wins in high school, which was the all-time
high school record. Wrestling helped me get
into the University of Michigan, where I got
my degree in business and organizational
behavior. In college, we did conditioning at six
in the morning, running stadium stairs, weight
lifting, buddy carries and all those things.
Then we’d go to class all day and practice wrestling technique at four in the afternoon. We
had some world-class wrestlers on our coaching staff. One of them was a world champion
and is the head coach at Michigan now. He was
around my weight class, and he’d beat you up
pretty good. If we had a tournament or a meet
coming up, we’d spend a lot of time cutting
weight with the other guys on the team, so
you could wrestle in a particular weight class.
Those were long, hard hours but we built great
friendships from the shared experience.

What did you do to cut weight? We’d run.
We couldn’t eat or drink, so we mostly lost water weight. I wrestled at 126 or 134 pounds, and often had
to cut weight at the last minute. I’ve run 11 marathons,
including Boston in 2011. Even though they’re tough, you
are allowed to eat and drink when you run, which is a
good thing!
Do you still run? Yes. Right now, with four kids, my

hobbies are the kids’ hobbies, and running is the only
thing I have time for — I just throw my shoes on and run.
Right now, I’m training for the Ironman Triathlon in Wisconsin in September. (That’s a 2.4-mile swim, 112-mile
bike ride and a 26.2-mile marathon.) I’ve done a 50-mile
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ultra-marathon, and Olympic-distance triathlons, but
those are a lot shorter. This (Ironman) is a crazy challenge, but I just want to do it.

Any favorite books? Ultramarathon Man: Confessions
of an All-Night Runner, by Dean Karnazes. Also, The Edge,
which is a book of famous quotes by athletes, compiled by
Howard Ferguson, the legendary wrestling coach.
Favorite music? Country music. Kenny Chesney is a

favorite — I’d love to live that lifestyle on a boat or on the
beach in the Caribbean. One of my favorite songs is “The
Dance” by Garth Brooks.

What were your first jobs after college? I worked
for Little Caesars Pizza and then sold advertising for the
Detroit Red Wings, both of which, like Champion Foods,
are a part of Ilitch Holdings. For the Red Wings, I was
selling the in-ice logos, the advertising on the dasherJON NEWSOM
Newsom, left, in his college wrestling
days at the University of Michigan.

boards and any signage in the arena. I did that for two
years, but after the hockey lockout in 2004, I came back
to the food business. Champion was just getting started
in the retail business, and we were seeing a revival of the
take-and-bake pizza category. We’ve grown the line a
great deal since then with breadsticks, calzones, flatbread
pizzas and such. I love what I do now, and it’s been great
working with the people at the International Dairy-DeliBakery Association, which has allowed me to be on the
Show and Sell Merchandising Team. n
– Interview by Warren Thayer

Merchandising Alternatives

Your Way

Our Way

The industry’s most extensive compendium of freezer and
cooler merchandising fixtures; label and sign holders; shelf
dividers; auto feed sales systems; shelf management systems; wire
and plastic trays; and bar, hook and bin merchandisers.
Literally everything you need for profitable refrigerated
retail except the cooler itself.
Catalog free by phone, fax, email or download.

An American Manufacturing Company

Note: Product photography is taken in, or simulates, a retail environment
and is not meant to imply endorsement by any brand or manufacturer.
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